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Abstract 

The main purpose of this thesis work was to halve the cycle time of a grinding process of 

the groove of carbonitrided ball bearings rings. The study was conducted as a Six Sigma 

project at SKF in Bari, Italy. Reaching the goal was important for the company as it meant 

avoiding the purchase of another grinding machine.  

The groove grinding process on carbonitrided rings features double the cycle time than the 

same process on through hardened rings and halving it was required to fulfill the volumes 

demanded.  

The Six Sigma methodology was applied through the implementation of DMAIC. The analysis 

of the problems and identification of areas for improvement were carried out deploying 

different tools such as an Ishikawa diagram, Hypothesis Testing and Statistical Process 

Control. The outcome of this was the need to optimize the carbonitriding process minimizing 

the depth of the layer without enlarged carbides in order to render the design of the part 

easier to machine and subsequently find the process parameters for the groove grinding 

yielding a cycle time of six seconds. 

Many trials were conducted with the supplier of carbonitriding, until the carbon and 

ammonia potentials were set at levels resulting in a depth of the layer allowing the change 

of the design. An optimizing DOE was instead performed for the grinding process which 

highlighted the parameters settings yielding the target cycle time. Finally actions and 

controls to perform in order to maintain the gains were defined. 

    

Keywords: Six Sigma, Carbonitriding, DMAIC, Process Optimization, Ball Bearings, SKF. 
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1 Introduction 

The nowadays unstable economic situation, characterized by the ever increasing visibility and 

market share of some new (or relatively new) powers, characterized by very competitive prices, 

puts stringent demands on western industry, especially on the automotive one. Therefore, 

cutting the costs and differentiating own unique products have become musts to secure an 

edge on the market. 

This thesis is based on a project conducted at SKF at the factory located in Bari, Italy which 

aimed to halve the cycle time of a grinding process in order to fulfil the customer demand of a 

variation of an existing product without incurring in costs for extra machinery. The variation 

consists in the carbonitrided inner ring of a current ball bearing and would allow the Bari factory 

to have an edge on the market supplying one of the main world car manufacturers with a 

specific, more expensive product. 

The launched project was a Six Sigma one, thus this approach was used and within Six Sigma 

the DMAIC1 project methodology was deployed. 

In the next chapter an overview of the company is provided, with a focus on quality, Six Sigma, 

the Bari factory and how the former two are managed and implemented in the latter. 

Chapter three provides instead a general overview on the type of product analyzed, i.e. rolling 

bearings and more specifically, deep groove ball bearings with information on the material, their 

applications and the general overall manufacturing process. 

Carbonitriding is subsequently treated in chapter four. This chapter aims to give a good level of 

information to understand what has been done later on during the optimization of the 

carbonitriding process. 

In chapter five the Sig Sigma methodology is reviewed and its main points are rapidly 

summarized with a focus on DMAIC and the tools that can be deployed at every phase. 

Chapter six deals with the actual project. It first provides a project background with the 

statement of the main problem, information on the ball bearing BB1-3155 E, the detailed flow 

chart and the product and process requirements for carbonitriding. After this the actual 

                                                 
1
 Define-Measure-Analyze-Improve-Control, further explained in chapter 5. 
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implementation follows, with the description of every phase, the data recorded, the tools used 

and finally the results.    

The last chapter summarizes the whole thesis work and the inferences made, provides a 

generalization of this study and its results, discusses its limitations and the potential areas for 

further works. 

In every section it was attempted to identify the most suitable level of detail. Information 

judged redundant or irrelevant in the scope of the thesis was omitted. Some recorded data 

were put in the appendices because too bulky and some statistical tables where some values 

were taken from were left out since considered common and easily retrievable. 
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2 The company 

SKF Group (Svenska Kullagerfabriken) is the leading global supplier of products, solutions and 

services within rolling bearings, seals, mechatronics, services and lubrication systems. Services 

include technical support, maintenance services, condition monitoring and training. [SKG10] 

SKF was founded in 1907 and grew at a rapid rate to become a global company. As early as 

1920, the company was well established in Europe, North and Latin America, Asia and Africa. 

Today, SKF is represented in more than 130 countries. The company has more than 100 

manufacturing sites and also sales companies supported by about 15,000 distributor locations. 

SKF also has a widely used e-business marketplace and an efficient global distribution system. 

[SKG10] 

SKF groups its technologies in five platforms: Bearings and units, Seals, Mechatronics, Services, 

and Lubrication Systems (Figure 2.1). Specialist teams in each platform work closely with the 

segments and sales organization to provide advanced integrated solutions for meeting the 

customers’ needs in developing new products, to improve their production efficiency and 

improve their competitiveness and profitability. [SKA09] 

  

Figure 2.1: SKF’s five technology platforms. [SKA09] 

The Group does business mainly through three divisions: Industrial Division, Service Division 

and Automotive Division. The divisions are each focusing on specific customer segments 

representing groups of related industrial and automotive products worldwide.  

The Industrial Division serves industrial Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) customers in 

some 30 global industry customer segments with a wide range of energy efficient offerings. 
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These solutions and know-how are also based on the manufacturing of a wide range of 

bearings – such as spherical and cylindrical roller bearings, angular contact ball bearings, 

medium deep groove ball bearings and super-precision bearings – as well as lubrication systems, 

linear motion products, magnetic bearings, by-wire systems and couplings. [SKA09] 

The Service Division serves the global industrial aftermarket providing products and knowledge-

based services to increase customers’ plant asset efficiency. Solutions are based on SKF’s 

knowledge of bearings, seals, lubrication systems, mechatronics and services, and customers 

are served by the Group and its network of over 7,000 authorized distributors. The Division runs 

three Condition Monitoring Centres, who design and produce world-leading hardware and 

software. Service Division is also responsible for all SKF’s sales in certain markets. The 

expanding network of SKF Solution Factories will be the future infrastructure for delivering 

complete, integrated solutions incorporating all SKF’s technology platforms. [SKA09] 

The Automotive Division serves manufacturers of cars, light trucks, heavy trucks, buses, two-

wheelers and the vehicle service market, supporting them in bringing innovative and 

sustainable solutions to global markets. In addition, the Division provides energy-saving 

solutions for home appliances, power tools and electric motors. Within the Automotive Division, 

the Group develops and manufactures bearings, seals and related products and services. 

Products include wheel hub bearing units, tapered roller bearings, small deep groove ball 

bearings, seals, and automotive specially products for engine, steering and driveline 

applications. For the vehicle service market, the Division provides complete repair kits, including 

a range of drive shafts and constant velocity joints. [SKA09] 

2.1 Quality in SKF 

One of the main pillars on which the SKF group is founded is quality. Far-back SKF defined for 

all the societies of the group, worldwide, a total quality management system. Every single step 

of the corporate activities is regulated by precise and detailed protocols, aiming to maximize the 

results of the work in order to guarantee excellent performances, fulfill customers’ demands and 

exceed their expectations. [SKI10] 

In the early 50’s there were already in the company some rules and procedures regarding 

quality control which ensured the process was executed according to some validated norms in 

order to provide the final customer products of attested precision and quality. During the years 
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the system evolved to reach the present state, conforming to the international norms and 

practices. This change took place also thanks to gradual adjustments to the requests of some 

important customers. [SKI10] 

Nowadays the Italian sites producing bearings and other products directed to the automobile 

and vehicle industry are ISO/TS 16949 certified, while the remaining are UNI ISO 9001 certified. 

Most of these certifications are part of a wider certificate relative to the divisions each site 

belongs to according to the SKF Group organization. [SKI10] 

SKF attention to quality issues has never been restricted to the bare application of rules, 

concepts and techniques, rather also to spreading quality-related matters, since at least forty 

years, through the personal engagement of its employees in external associations and 

organizations which handle independently this subject. In Italy SKF is member of the Italian 

Association for the Culture of Quality - AICQ (Associazione Italiana per la Cultura della Qualità). 

[SKI10] 

2.2 Six Sigma at SKF 

The SKF Six Sigma programme has now reached a high level of maturity after five years of 

deployment and is well anchored in the continuous improvement of business and work 

processes. SKF Six Sigma today encompasses several techniques and tools to address 

improvement opportunities in all business processes, such as defect elimination and waste and 

time reduction. Design for Six Sigma is an integral part of the product development processes 

at SKF. The launch of the SKF Bridge of Manufacturing Excellence in 2009 has provided an 

additional opportunity to combine the Lean and Six Sigma methods and using them to 

complement each other to further strengthen the improvement work in manufacturing. [SKA09] 

Six Sigma has therefore become an important part of the continuous improvement process 

within the SKF Group and a natural development from TQM, Lean, and other improvement 

programs. [SKG10] 

The core of Six Sigma is the improvement projects, lead by the "Belts" (see chapter 5). The 

Black Belts are full-time committed project managers and the Green Belts are part-time 

committed project managers. They are thoroughly trained in the Six Sigma methodology and 

tools. With the help of project teams, consisting of experts in the different processes, and using 
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the different tools that the Six Sigma roadmap contains, their objective is to improve the 

different processes and to develop new ones. [SKG10]  

The group minimum requirements regarding the six sigma infrastructure in every production 

site is to have at least 1% of Black Belts, 4% Green Belts and 100% White Belts. This last 

figure is especially important, because all the employees and in particular the workers must be 

aware and be potential participants to six sigma projects. 

The SKF Six Sigma activities and projects have been geared towards prioritized improvement 

areas in 2009, supporting the 3C programme (Customer, Cost and Cash). Three issues have 

been targeted specifically for Six Sigma projects: reduction of inventories, increased availability 

and reduction of sales and distribution errors. [SKA09] 

At SKF there are some 2,500 people actively working as Six Sigma project leaders today, and 

the number is rising every month as the training continues. [SKG10] 

2.3 SKF - Bari Factory 

Ten SKF production sites are located in Italy. The plant in Bari is one of the five Italian factories 

belonging to the industrial division. At this plant deep groove ball bearings with external 

diameter between 52 and 90 mm are manufactured within a covered area of around 44,000 

square meters. On the premises about 427 employees contribute to the production of an 

average daily volume of 170,000 bearings. [SKI10] 

Today, the whole production of the site is organized into “channels”. Such channels have 

represented for the SKF group the starting position towards Lean Production. Such 

transformation started at the Bari factory in 1994. Lean Production led to an actual physical 

reconfiguration of the workshop: many small factories were formed within the big factory, each 

one provided with a team managing its activities. These teams are in turn under the guidance 

of the channel leader, responsible for a certain number of channels. Every team pursues goals 

related to quality, productivity, service and cost of its own channel. [SKI10] 

In the factory in Bari there are now eleven channels producing bearings, divided into two 

groups (A-B). Even though the site belongs to the industrial division, the ball bearings 

manufactured there are addressed to almost all the segments of the market, from the 

automotive (about 25-30% of the overall production) to the general mechanics one. The list of 
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customers includes Volkswagen, PSA, Getrag Ford Transmission, Siemens, Indesit Company, 

Whirpool. [SKI10] 

2.3.1 Six Sigma – Bari Factory  

The Bari factory started implementing Six Sigma from the very beginning the methodology was 

introduced in the group, i.e. 2005. Currently there are 3 Black Belts, 11 Green Belts and 100% 

of the employees are White Belts. 

Every year about 6 six sigma projects are completed in the site, but the methodology and its 

tools are regularly deployed to face and solve daily problems. In fact about 60-70% of the six 

sigma activities lay in the latter category with statistical studies, priority mapping, PFMEA, team 

working activities, and many others. 

The main large scale training was carried out in 2005 with the introduction of six sigma in the 

group, nowadays every month there are some training sessions to which the site must apply for 

its own employees. The belts who receive what training at what time are selected based on the 

priorities, positions shifts and individual needs. 
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3 The Product 

This chapter is meant to give a quick overview of rolling bearings and in particular ball bearings 

since they are the product analyzed in the frame of this study.  

3.1 Rolling Bearings 

Rolling bearings are mechanical units used to facilitate relative rotation of coupled parts 

decreasing the friction between them. There are many different types of bearings whose 

selection depends on the application requirements and constraints. The main factors to consider 

for this purpose are: available space, loads, misalignment, precision, speed, quiet running, 

stiffness and axial displacement. [SKG10]  

The matrix in Appendix A offers a complete overview of the standard bearing types, their design 

characteristics and their suitability for the demands placed on a given application. [SKG10] The  

bearings analyzed in the frame of this thesis are the deep groove ball bearings. 

3.1.1 Deep Groove Ball Bearings 

Deep groove ball bearings are used in a particularly wide variety of applications. Consequently, 

they are available in many executions and sizes. The focus of this project is on single row deep 

groove ball bearings (Figure 3.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Single row deep groove ball bearing. 
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This type of ball bearings is mainly composed of four parts: outer ring, inner ring, balls and a 

cage and can be sealed or open (Figure 3.2).  

 

Figure 3.2: Exploded ball bearing with steel cage and indication of its components. [PRK08] 

The balls are to slide and rotate in a raceway created in the inner diameter of the outer ring (dk) 

and on the outer diameter of the inner ring (Dk) (Figure 3.3). The cage keeps the balls 

equidistant and can be made of plastic, steel or brass depending on the applications and 

especially on the temperatures reached.  

Single row deep groove ball bearings are the most widely used bearing type since they are 

particularly versatile. They are simple in design, non-separable, suitable for high and even very 

high speeds and are robust in operation, requiring little maintenance. Deep raceway grooves 

and the close conformity between the raceway grooves and the balls enable deep groove ball 

bearings to accommodate axial loads in both directions, in addition to radial loads, even at high 

speeds. [SKG10] 

 

Cage 

Balls 

Outer Ring 

Inner Ring 

Seal 

Rivets 
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Figure 3.3: Simplified sections of respectively: the whole ball bearing (above), the outer and inner ring with the 
indications used for the main dimensions. 
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3.1.2 Ball Bearings Steel 

The steel used for the product analyzed and namely for ball bearings is the SKF Grade 3 steel 

which is a 100Cr6 steel, i.e. chrome ≈ 1,5% and carbon ≈ 1%2.  

Type 100Cr6 is a group of through hardening bearing steels intended for rolling contact and 

other high fatigued applications. In the hardened condition the high hardness, high strength 

and high cleanliness provide the steel with the right properties to withstand high cycle, high 

stress fatigue. 100Cr6 is mainly used for small and medium sized bearing components. It is also 

regularly used for other machine components that require high tensile strength and high 

hardness. The hardenability approximately corresponds to a ring with maximum 17 mm wall 

thickness. [OVK10] 

Such type of steel reaches the maximum hardness with percentages of carbon around 0.9 ÷ 

1.0%. Both the SKF steels Grade 3 and Grade 3M belong to the group of 100Cr6. The second 

presents a higher molybdenum percentage compared to the first one, 0.22 versus 0.05 while 

the other elements stay approximately constant, this may result in higher hardenability. They 

are both suitable for carbonitriding and the difference in response to the treatment is negligible 

for the scope of this study. It should be mentioned that the request of that steel rather than the 

other comes directly from the customer, based on their own tests and researches.  

3.1.3 Manufacturing Process 

The diagram in Figure 3.4 shows the main phases of the ball bearings manufacturing process 

and the SKF internal designation for the semi finished and finished products. All of them group 

different types of processes and activities. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Different phases of the ball bearings manufacturing process.  

                                                 
2
 EN/DIN designation, corresponding to ASTM 52100 steel. 
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The raw material is supplied in the form of tubes which once cut into blank rings constitute the 

OG and IG, where O stands for “outer” and I for “inner”. These undergo the phase of “soft 

machining” called this way since the material has a hardness between 170-210 HBS3  and 

become OM and IM. The soft machining comprises rolling, milling and turning depending on the 

type, and provides the ring with its basic geometry: diameters, radius of the raceway and 

chamfers.  

The heat treatment follows, to impart the rings a hardness ≈ 62-65 HRC4, after this phase they 

are IP and OP. As soon as they enter the grinding line they are referred to as IR and OR. This 

part of “hard” machining includes different grinding processes, as well as honing. The detailed 

flow chart is given in chapter 6 for the analyzed ball bearing type. The last phase consists of the 

assembly of the IR and OR with the balls and the cage, grease addition and seals if the type 

requires them. Controls are carried out throughout the manufacturing process and enhanced in 

the last part, after assembly with in-process machines checking, among others, free running 

and missing parts, noise and radial clearance.    

3.1.4 Applications 

Rolling bearings, for their fundamental function, find very wide application in many different 

industries. 

In the aircraft industry, ball bearings are extensively used throughout aircraft airframe and 

engine design, while cylindrical roller bearings are found in pumps, engines, engine gearboxes 

or auxiliary power units. Taper roller bearings instead are most commonly used in wheel 

applications for all aircraft since their ability to take radial and axial loads is unmatched.  

In the automotive industry many different types of rolling bearings are used, among others, in 

the steering wheels, in the engine, in the transmission, in the wheels. Self aligning bearings are 

used in the clutch assembly. In machine tools high precision bearings are used to support the 

spindle. 

The above mentioned are only a part of the uncountable applications of rolling bearings. They 

can basically be found whenever there is relative rotation of two or more coupled units. 

 

                                                 
3
 Brinell Scale, 1 cm steel ball with a load of 29 kN (3000 kgf). 

4
 Rockwell Scale, 120° diamond cone with a load of 150 kgf. 
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4 Carbonitriding 

In this chapter a review of the carbonitriding treatment is provided, since this will be one of the 

two areas for improvement during the implementation (see chapter 6). The level of detail was 

selected to guarantee an understanding of the actions taken for the optimization. 

4.1 General Information  

Carbonitriding is a thermochemical diffusion treatment for case hardening which, consists of 

enriching the surface of the base steel with both carbon and nitrogen through diffusion. Like 

the other case heat treatments, it is executed to improve the wear resistance of parts by 

imparting higher hardness to their surface and maintaining the core softer and tough.   

The process is executed at a temperature higher than Ac3
5 in a means able to release at the 

same time carbon and nitrogen. Thus, carbonitriding is a form of carburizing and not of nitriding. 

In fact, the elements diffuse in austenitic steel as in carburizing, and quenching follows to form 

martensite. In nitriding instead, since the temperature ranges from 500 °C to 575 °C, the 

diffusion involves the ferritic condition of steel and quenching is not carried out.  

Carbonitriding can be carried out in a furnace gas atmosphere or in a salt bath, i.e. cyaniding. 

More recently, plasma processing has also been used to carbonitrided steel components6. In the 

first mode, carbon is made available by hydrocarbons such as methane (CH4) or propane (C3H3) 

added to the carrier gas, while nitrogen is made available through the ammonia (NH3) 

dissociation. In the second type, carbon and nitrogen derive from the alkali cyanates and 

cyanides salts contained in the bath, from this the name cyaniding to the treatment. In the 

frame of this thesis, the focus will be put on explaining the theory and details of the gas 

carbonitriding, since the products analyzed are subjected to this type of treatment. 

After carbonitriding it may be necessary for the parts, depending on the material and the 

application, to undergo a rehardening process in order to obtain the desired superficial 

hardness and mechanical characteristics at the core and subsequently tempering for stress 

release. In the case of the considered product, both rehardening and tempering are carried out. 

                                                 
5 

Temperature of the allotropic transformation of iron from α (bcc) to γ (fcc). Ac3 ranges according to the carbon content from 911 

°C for pure iron to 723 °C at the eutectoid. [CIB06] 
6 [DAV02] page 127. 
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4.2 Theory of the Carbonitriding Process 

As previously indicated carbonitriding is a form of carburizing, thus it is characterized by a 

carburizing atmosphere consisting of a base atmosphere (carrier gas) plus an enriching gas. 

The base atmosphere contains proportions of carbon monoxide (CO), hydrogen (H2) and 

nitrogen (N2), generated by injecting proportions of nitrogen and methanol into the furnace or 

reacting natural gas or another suitable hydrocarbon with air in an endothermic generator 

("endogas"). To this carrier gas an enriching gas is added, usually a hydrocarbon like methane 

(CH4).  

In such atmosphere, where nearly 180 chemical reactions occur simultaneously, only the 

following three are significant to the formation of carbon in the atmosphere which diffuses to 

the steel surface:   

2CO ↔ C + CO2                                                                                                                                                                        (1) 

CH4 ↔ C + 2H2                                                                                                                                                                          (2) 

CO + H2 ↔ C + H2O                                                                                                     (3) 

The addition of ammonia (NH3) activates the following reactions producing atomic nitrogen: 

2NH3  ↔ 2N + 6H  ↔ N2 + 3H2                                                                                                                                       (4) 

HCN  ↔ C + N + ½H2                                                                                                                                                          (5) 

Hydrogen cyanide (HCN), aka prussic acid, is formed in very small quantities on the steel 

surface by the following reaction: 

CO + NH3  ↔ HCN + H2O                                                                                              (6) 

A key point is that the size of N2 molecule, as component of the carrier gas, is too large to 

diffuse into the austenitic matrix, therefore, nitrogen will not dissolve into the steel in this form. 

It is only the active or atomic nitrogen resulting from ammonia dissociation that will penetrate 

the steel surface and diffuse into the austenite.  

As already indicated, the most significant reactions to producing the diffusing elements are (1) 

to (3) for carbon and (4) and (5) for nitrogen. The following reactions take place as well: 

CO + 2NH3 ↔ CH4  + H2O + N2                                                                                      (7)     

CH4 + H2O ↔ CO + 3H2                                                                                                (8)     
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CH4 + CO2 ↔ 2CO + 2H2                                                                                               (9)     

2H2 + O2 ↔ 2H2O                                                                                                       (10)     

2CO + O2 ↔ 2CO2                                                                                                      (11)     

CO + H2O ↔ CO2 + H2                                                                                                (12)     

Reactions from (8) to (9) define the ratios CO2/CO and H2O/H2, which determine if the 

atmosphere is enriching or decarburizing, oxidizing or reducing. In fact, carbon oxide (CO) and 

methane (CH4) are enriching (carburizing) while, carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen (H2) and water 

vapour (H2O) are decarburizing; oxygen (O2), water vapour and CO2 are oxidizing while, H2 and 

CO are reducing. 

The ammonia addition to a carburizing atmosphere gives a dilution indicated by the following 

formula: 

( )100/21

1

A
F

+
=                                                                                                       (13) 

Where F  is the dilution factor and A  is the percentage of the added ammonia. This implies 

that, at a certain carbon dioxide level, a carburizing atmosphere features a higher carbon 

potential than a carbonitriding one. The same dilution affects also the measurement of the 

oxygen potential, i.e. the carbon potential possible at a given oxygen potential is higher in a 

carburizing atmosphere than in a carbonitriding atmosphere. Water vapour is instead much less 

affected by this dilution. Thus the amount of dilution and its resulting effect on the atmosphere 

depend on the processing temperature, the amount of ammonia introduced and the ratio of the 

total atmosphere gas flow rate to the volume of the furnace. [CIB06] 

Ammonia concentration usually varies between 1 and 5% during the phase of active carburizing; 

methane concentration varies between 5 and 8% [CIB06]. Different concentrations are used to 

achieve the desired properties in the part.  

4.2.1 Carbonitriding Depths 

The carbonitriding process imparts the piece different characteristics, varying along the depth. 

A shallow free carbides layer, a layer with carbides enrichment and core structure are observed 

(Figure 4.1). 
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The shallow free carbides layer is a zone with martensitic microstructure and a very high 

proportion of retained austenite, where there is no visible carbon-nitrogen enrichment; only a 

small proportion of very fine carbides occur. This layer shall be totally removed by following 

processing. 

The layer with carbides enrichment shows enlarged carbides visible at 50:1 magnification, 

martensite and high retained austenite content (20-40% 7). The retained austenite content 

depends anyway on the carbon level of the heat-treated steel; the percentages indicated apply 

for high-carbon steels (7-9% of carbon).   

The core features a martensitic structure comparable to that of pieces which undergo the usual 

through hardening treatment. 

 

Figure 4.17: Aspect of the different layers of a carbonitrided part after etching at 50:1 magnification. 

The total carbonitriding depth (or “global carbonitriding depth” or commonly called “case depth”) 

is considered as the zone without enlarged carbides (if any) beneath the surface plus the zone 

with carbon-nitrogen enrichment3. 

Preferred case depth is governed by the future application the part will serve and desired core 

hardness. Usually the deeper the case the higher the wear resistance to greater loads. 

                                                 
7

 SKF Specification 1.381.645: Product/Process carbonitriding and rehardening heat treatment specification DGBB rings 

(subcontracted heat treatment), pages 8, 12. 

Carbides enrichment 
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Slack quench phase, porosity, internal oxidation and unevenness in the concentration of the 

enlarged carbides may occur and should be kept under control and, anyway, within the limits 

indicated by the product specification.  

4.2.2 Influence of Process Parameters 

The main process parameters to be considered are: time, temperature, carbon and nitrogen 

potentials. It should be pointed out anyway, that at given settings of the mentioned parameters, 

the result might be different if the process is performed in different furnaces. In fact, there are 

many other elements related to the system and equipment, such as ventilation, leakages, 

replenishment of the furnace chamber, which can cause different levels of variability.  

Nitrogen promotes the dissolution of the carbide phase; this is the reason why a layer without 

enlarged carbides is usual in the carbonitrided parts. Therefore, an increase in ammonia 

addition increases the depth of the shallow free carbides layer. The same effect is obtained with 

a decrease of the carbon potential, assuming the other parameters unvaried. Anyway, a fall in 

the carbon potential does not seem to substantially affect the total carbonitriding depth while 

the carbide enlargement effect results reduced if so is the carbon potential. [KER20] 

The carbides enlargement effect can become excessive if too high ammonia is added causing 

uncontrolled variations in the surface microstructure as well as the occurrence of porosity and 

voids. Moreover, the level of retained austenite is also correlated to the nitrogen potential; too-

high nitrogen can cause unacceptable levels of retained austenite especially for applications 

where decreases in hardness or wear resistance cannot be tolerated. The delayed 

transformation of austenite to martensite at ambient temperature results in a volume increase 

that may cause moving parts to bind or “freeze” in service8.  

Retained austenite can be significantly lowered by subzero cooling of the parts, but this may 

lead to microcracks [DAV02] and its suitability must be evaluated for each type of steel to be 

treated. Other solutions are increasing furnace temperature or decreasing the carbon potential. 

It is anyway preferable to always act on the nitrogen potential rather than on these other 

parameters; in general, the nitrogen content at the surface should be no greater than 0.4%9. 

As a matter of fact, for an ammonia addition which gives a surface nitrogen content of about 

                                                 
8 [DAV02] page 134. 
9 [DAV02] page 127. 
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0.3% at the grinding depth, the depth at which enlarged carbides are formed in the 

microstructure can be controlled by the carbon potential in the furnace atmosphere10. 

The spontaneous decomposition rate of ammonia to molecular nitrogen and hydrogen increases 

with temperature, rendering its addition to the atmosphere as nitrogen source less effective 

(Figure 4.2). [DAV02] In fact, nitrogen better diffuses in ferrite, thus it decreases its 

concentration as the temperature increases but increases its depth; on the contrary, carbon 

better diffuses in austenite therefore, the higher the temperature, the higher the concentration 

and diffusion depth of the carbon. [CIB06] 

  

 

Figure 4.2: Effect of ammonia additions on carbon and nitrogen potential using low-carbon steel foil. For three sets 
of conditions: solid lines, 3h at 850 °C and 0.29% of CO2; broken lines, 1h at 925 °C and 0.13% of CO2 ; dashed 
lines, 1h at 950 °C and 0.10% of CO2. [DAV02] 

                                                 
10 [KER20] page 3. 
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An increase of the process time, holding the levels of the other parameters steady, results in 

raise of the proportion of porosity at the near surface, an increase of the total carbonitriding 

depth (Figure 4.3) and of the carbide enlargement effect. [KER20]   

 

Figure 4.3: Influence of treatment time on depth of case. [DAV02] 

Apart from the level setting of the parameters, the uniformity of the case depth in carbonitrided 

parts depends on temperature uniformity within the furnace chamber, adequate circulation and 

replenishment of atmosphere, distribution of the furnace charge so that it is uniformly exposed 

to the atmosphere11. 

4.2.3 Control of the Atmosphere 

In order to tune the parameters at the most convenient levels, a good measuring and control 

system is required to monitor the carbon and the nitrogen potentials.  

Prior to the illustrations of the methods used to estimate the carbon potential, the concept of 

the equilibrium constant needs to be defined. In a reaction, the equilibrium is reached when the 

reaction velocity at a certain temperature is the same in both directions. [CIB06] This is 

expressed by the equilibrium constant referred to the activities which, considering reaction (1) 

would be: 
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11 [DAV02] page 131. 
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being the carbon activity equal to one (ac=1)12. The activity of the components in gaseous 

phase is proportional to their corresponding partial pressure. Therefore, for a reaction between 

gaseous substances at constant pressure is expressed: 

co

co

p
p

p
K

2

2=  

This constant increases with temperature for endothermic reactions, while decreases with 

temperature for exothermic reactions8. 

Its reciprocal, the instability constant
p

p
K

K
1

' = , is preferred when expressing the equilibria in 

carburizing reactions because it holds a direct correlation to the carbon potential8. 

Four reactions can be considered with their respective instability constants for the control of the 

atmosphere: 

2CO + 3Fe ↔ Fe3C+CO2                          
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CH4 + 3Fe ↔ Fe3C + 2H2                        
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a
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These reactions are not totally new reactions compared to the reactions (1) to (12), they just 

include the iron. The constant a  is the carbon activity coefficient, dependent on the percentage 

of carbon which saturates the austenite13. From reaction (14) to (17), the gas to control are CO 

and CO2; CO and O2; CO, H2 and H2O; CH4 and H2 respectively. 

Theoretically one could use any of the four reactions above to control the atmosphere. 

Nevertheless, reaction (17) is much slower than the others and reaction (16), notwithstanding 

                                                 
12 [CIB06] page 167. 
13 [CIB06] page 168. 
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its velocity, requires the measurement of three gases in order to give accurate results. 

Therefore, the most used reactions are (14) and (15) which, correspond to two different control 

methods.  

The first approach provides the carbon potential at any process temperature through the 

equilibrium diagram of the atmosphere (Figure 4.4), measuring and controlling the CO2 and CO 

potentials.  

 

 

Figure 4.4: Equilibrium curves for the control of the carbon potential through the measurement of the volume 
concentration (%) of CO2 and CO. [CIB06] 

The diagram is to be used in the following way: starting from the right side, one chooses the 

treatment temperature then proceeds vertically until the curve correspondent to the desired 

carbon potential is met. From this point one proceeds horizontally to the left to meet the 

vertical line corresponding to the CO concentration (measured). At this intersection the CO2 
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concentration can be read 14 . This way the concentrations to which CO and CO2 must be 

regulated in order to obtain a certain carbon potential can be found. This is valid for any 

atmosphere containing the two gases, even when in presence of additional substances, as long 

as referred to the equilibrium conditions. On the central ordinate, with logarithmic scale the 

instability constant values can be read. The activity coefficient 1/ a  does not appear in the 

formula since it has been merged to the calculation of the carbon potential curves10. It equals 

zero in the austenite saturation curve, i.e. the lowest curve of the right-side graph. 

The second approach to control the atmosphere allows the determination of the carbon 

potential at any given temperature through the measurement of the CO concentration and the 

oxygen partial pressure (
2Op ) (Figure 4.5). 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Equilibrium curves for the control of the carbon potential through the measurement of the volume 
concentration (%) of CO and the partial pressure of O2. [CIB06] 

                                                 
14

 [CIB06] page 169. 
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The diagram in Figure 4.5 is very similar to the previous one; it provides the equilibrium curves 

of the atmosphere referred this time to the partial pressure of the oxygen rather than to the 

CO2 concentration. Its interpretation follows the same steps as the previous one and the output 

will be the 
2Op  value. This parameter is measured and controlled through an oxygen probe 

whose input is the millivoltage regulation. The graph in figure 4.6 correlates the temperature 

and the pressure value obtained from the graph in figure 4.5 to the voltage (mV) that the probe 

reaches in the equilibrium condition.  

 

 

Figure 4.6: Correlation between pO2 (bar) and voltage (mV) at different treatment temperatures. [CIB06] 

For the nitrogen there are no direct measuring tools. Its potential is anyway proportional to the 

amount of undissociated ammonia. This quantity is very small compared to the ammonia 

addition to the atmosphere (Figure 4.7). 

The control and regulating unit is the ammonia flow-meter. According to the ammonia mass-

flow, its percentage in the atmosphere can be calculated and through the dissociation curve 

diagram (Figure 4.7), also its undissociated quantity. When this amount is known, the nitrogen 

potential can be estimated on the diagram in figure 4.8.   
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Figure 4.7: Quantity of undissociated ammonia against the added percentage during carbonitriding at 870 °C. 
[CIB06] 

 

 

Figure 4.8: Influence of the undissociated ammonia on the nitrogen potential. [CIB06] 
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4.3 Carbonitriding versus Carburizing 

Carbonitriding is usually a shorter treatment if compared to carburizing and since nitrogen is a 

strong austenite stabilizer and lowers the temperature of the critical points Ac3 and Ac1 of steel, 

its diffusion allows the carbon transfer at a lower temperature compared to carburizing. 

Considering that carbonitriding is carried out at a lower temperature and for a shorter time than 

carburizing and the inhibitor effect that nitrogen has on carbon diffusion in favour of the 

carbides enlargement, the result is a shallower case if compared to carburizing. 

Nitrogen also lowers the critical cooling rate of the steel15, enhancing its hardenability (Figure 

4.9), therefore renders it possible to form martensite even in low-carbon steels and use less 

severe quenches. This decreases the risks of deformation of the pieces. Nonetheless, being 

nitrogen an austenite stabilizer, retained austenite is a concern after quenching.  

 

Figure 4.9: Different hardness gradients for carbonitriding (Heat Treatment 1) and carburizing (Heat Treatment 8). 
[KER20] 

The graph above clearly shows the difference in hardness resulting from carbonitriding and 

carburizing. Both experiments were carried out on SKF Grade 3 steel (see Paragraph 3.1.2) 

disks at 850 °C and the only significant variant was the absence of ammonia in the heat 

                                                 
15

 The slowest rate of cooling from the hardening temperature which will produce the fully hardened martensitic condition. 
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treatment 8, the carburizing one. The drop in the hardness at the near surface is much greater 

for the carbonitrided part, reflecting the higher level of retained austenite. From the depth of 

0.2 mm the higher hardness of the carbonitrided piece is remarkable all along the case depth. 

The graph in figure 4.10 shows the efficiency of carbonitriding in enriching the steel if 

compared to carburizing. It has to be noted that 850 °C is not a carburizing temperature, being 

this last one equal or greater than 900 °C.   

 

Figure 4.10: Element contents for carbonitriding (Heat Treatment 1) and carburizing (Heat Treatment 8). [KER20] 

The nitrogen resulting in the carbonitrided case increases the resistance of steel to softening at 

slightly elevated temperatures. This requires an increase in the tempering temperature for 

carbonitrided parts but provides, on the other hand, improved wear resistance. 

In general carbonitriding is more economical than carburizing and reduces distortion during 

quenching. The case depths reachable are anyway shallower than through carburizing, 

therefore fatigue resistance is lower if no other heat treatment is carried out after carbonitriding.  
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4.4 Applicable Steels  

Commonly carbonitrided steels are those featuring carbon content up to 0.25%. It is usually 

advisable to avoid high alloy steels or steels very rich of nickel as they may lead to high 

retained austenite.  

Other suitable steels for carbonitriding are the CrMo16 ones (25CrMo4, 30CrMo4, 35CrMo4 and 

42CrMo4)17, which result in very high case hardness and maximum resistance at the core. 

These widely increase the fatigue resistance of surfaces subjected to slow reciprocal continuous 

sliding, like the steering wheel or some types of gears. [CIB06] 

Other applications include shafts, bearings, fasteners, pins and automotive clutch plates. 

                                                 
16 Steels with chrome and molybdenum as alloying elements [CIB06]. 
17

 [CIB06] Page 209. 
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5 Methodology and Tools 

Since the core of this thesis is a Six Sigma project this chapter is intended to provide a brief 

summary of the general characteristics of this methodology and its tools. Describing every tool 

would have been very time consuming and does not pertain to the scope and aim of this study. 

The tools selected in each phase will be shortly described before their implementation in the 

next chapter.  

5.1 Six Sigma 

Six Sigma was originally developed within Motorola in the 80s and represents a well-structured, 

data-driven methodology for eliminating defects, waste, or quality control problems of all kinds 

in manufacturing, service delivery, management, and other business activities. It is based on 

the combination of well-established statistical quality control techniques, simple and advanced 

data analysis methods, and the systematic training of all personnel at every level in the 

organization involved in the activity or process targeted by Six Sigma. [STA10]  

It aims to reduce the variability of processes output by identifying the significant causes for it 

order to act on them. A process has a Six Sigma quality performance if it yields no more than  

3.4 Defects Per Million Opportunity (DPMO).  

Six Sigma methodology and management strategies provide an overall framework for 

organizing company wide quality control efforts. [STA10] Moreover, it creates an infrastructure 

of people within the company; at the project level, there are master black belts, black belts, 

green belts, yellow belts and white belts. These people conduct projects and implement 

improvements. Black Belts lead problem-solving projects, train and coach project teams; Green 

Belts assist with data collection and analysis for Black Belt projects and lead Green Belt projects 

or teams. Master Black Belts train and coach Black Belts and Green Belts. They function more at 

the Six Sigma program level by developing key metrics and the strategic direction and act as 

organization Six Sigma technologists and internal consultants. Yellow Belts participate as a 

project team member reviewing process improvements that support the project. White Belts 

can work on local problem-solving teams that support overall projects, but may not be part of a 

Six Sigma project team. [ASQ10] 

Every project needs organizational support. Six Sigma executives and champions set the 

direction for selecting and deploying projects. They ensure, at a high level, that projects 
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succeed, add value and fit within the organizational plan. The Champions translate the 

company’s vision, mission, goals and metrics to create an organizational deployment plan and 

identify individual projects; they identify resources and remove roadblocks. The executives 

provide overall alignment by establishing the strategic focus of the Six Sigma program within 

the context of the organization’s culture and vision. [ASQ10] All these figures give an 

impression of the importance of the employees’ commitment to Six Sigma projects, especially at 

the management level. 

5.1.1 From PDCA to DMAIC and DFSS 

Nowadays Six Sigma is one of the widest applied methodologies for continuous improvement. 

As a matter of fact, it is based on the well known Deming’s PDCA cycle, i.e. Plan-Do-Check-Act 

(Figure 5.1) but represents at the same time an evolution from it to a more structured and 

systematic approach. 

 

Figure 5.1: Plan-Do-Check-Act Cycle. [WKP07] 

This approach is well embodied in the six sigma project methodologies DMAIC, (Define – 

Measure – Analyze – Improve – Control) and DMADV (Define – Measure – Analyze – Design – 

Verify). The latter, also referred to as DFSS (Design for Six Sigma), is employed when dealing 

with the development and design of new products or new processes. Indeed DFSS is only a 
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variant of DMAIC from the terminology point of view since an improvement can evidently 

consist of a design or redesign and the control of verification or validation. 

In the Define phase, the scope of the project is delimited as well as its aims, benefits to the 

customer, suppliers, stakeholders and to the company in general, its time frame, the team 

members and their responsibilities, budget, CTQs (Critical to Quality) and business case. During 

this phase, the main tools used are the SIPOC (Supplier Input Process Output Customer); 

Rolled Throughput Yield; Kano Model; Process Map; Flow Charts; CTQ tree. 

When in the Measure phase the Sigma level of the processes impacting the CTQs is calculated 

and subsequently the most critical CTQs are identified. A suitable measurement system is 

selected and an MSA (Measurement System Analysis) is carried out. At this stage Statistical 

Process Control (SPC), capability analysis, histograms, regression and correlation analyses are 

the tools applied. 

In the Analyze part the root causes for defects and variability and all the influential factors on 

the process are investigated. The interactions between root causes are analyzed and the main 

ones are verified. The tools used are Ishikawa diagram, SPC, Design of Experiment (DOE), 

Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA), Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), Pareto Chart, Taguchi 

DOE. 

Moving on to the Improve phase, efforts are put to generate ideas for improvement and 

optimization. The solutions are evaluated according to some defined criteria and priorities. 

Finally the most appropriate ones are selected and implemented. The tools are brainstorming, 

expert decision making techniques, DOE, Taguchi, FMEA, ANOVA. 

Finally, in the Control phase data from the new/improved process are gathered to verify 

whether the selected solution yields the desired results, in which case all the documents 

affected by the modification for the improvement must be edited including standards, 

procedures, and work instructions. This will allow the standardization of the process and 

maintain the gains. Seven Quality Tools (7QC), SPC and MSA are the tools mainly employed. 

The above explained phases usually represent the project milestones or gates, associated to 

some deliverables (Figure 5.2). This is a good practice to follow which, together with the 
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completion of some checklist throughout the different stages, renders the Six Sigma projects 

management structured and qualitatively consistent. 

 

Figure 5.2: DMAIC milestones and deliverables. [GRB08] 

Notwithstanding its common linear representation (Figure 5.2), all the phases of the DMAIC 

methodology can be looped if the deliverables require going through a previous step. This is 

very common especially for the Measure and Analyze phases in particular when redesign is 

executed and is repeated until the project goals have been reached.  
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6 Halving the Cycle Time of a Grinding Process 

In this chapter the previously illustrated six sigma methodology will be implemented for the 

analysis and solution of the case in focus around which a project has been executed.   

6.1 Project Background 

The product BB1-3155 has to be converted to BB1-3155 E according to a new customer 

requirement. The change consists of a different material and different heat treatment for the 

inner ring, i.e. from through hardened SKF Grade 3 steel to carbonitrided SKF Grade 3M steel 

(see chapter 3 and 4). The IR-3155 E will be totally coincident to the IR-3339, i.e. the inner ring 

of the product BB1-3339. The process of grinding the raceway of the carbonitrided ring features 

double the cycle time of the same process on through hardened rings. Therefore, this project 

will deal with finding solutions in order to halve the cycle time of this specific grinding process 

on carbonitrided rings and thereby guaranteeing the production of the volumes demanded.    

6.1.1 The BB1-3155 

The ball bearing BB1-3155 (Figure 6.1) is a deep groove ball bearing used in gear boxes with 

the following diameters dimensions: D= 62 mm; Dk= 39.5 mm and d= 22 mm (see Figure 3.2).    

            

Figure 6.1: Two views of the Deep Groove Ball Bearing BB1-3155. 

Since the product is to be converted to BB1-3155 E, the flow diagram of the production process 

of the latter is depicted in Figures 6.2a and 6.2b. The highlighted processes are the objects of 

this study. As previously said the focus will be on the inner ring. 
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Figure 6.2a: Flow diagram of the production process of the BB1-3155 E (until before the assembly). 
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Figure 6.2b: Flow diagram of the production process of the BB1-3155 E (assembly). 

The above flow diagram is obviously a simplified one, all the controls, the machines details, the 

redundancies and the buffers have been omitted for confidentiality reasons, nevertheless it 

gives an overview of all the processes the inner and outer rings undergo in order to become a 

BB1-3155 E. It should be pointed out that the words raceway and groove are used 

indiscriminately to refer to the same part of the ring and are to be considered synonyms.  
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6.1.2 Carbonitriding of IR-BB1-3155 E 

The SKF specification 1.381.645 provides the product requirements and the process guidelines 

for the subcontracted carbonitriding process. The product requirements are binding and defined 

by tolerances, while the process guidelines are given in order to direct the process based on the 

studies carried out and the results achieved within SKF. Anyway, adjustments can be made in 

order to optimize the process that, as already pointed out, is much dependent on the furnace 

and  needs therefore to be fine tuned for each different system. 

6.1.2.1 Process Guidelines    

The state of the art of the carbonitriding treatment at SKF can be summarized in the following 

stages: 

1. Pre-heating to 500-550 °C to avoid thermal shock to the carbonitriding furnace. 

2. Carbonitriding + quenching: 4.5 hrs at 860°C + time to reach atmosphere and 

temperature. C%=1; N%=0.3. The quenching oil should be at 70°C. 

3. Rehardening + quenching: 830°C for sufficient time (around 3 hours) + quenching in 

70°C oil.  

4. Tempering: 1.5 hrs at 170°C (SN stabilization). 

Moreover, the furnace should be loaded in a way that homogeneous flows of the carbonitriding 

atmosphere and quenchant are permitted around the rings. Therefore the rings should be 

placed on leveled surface, with sufficient distance between one another and among the layers. 

The picture in Figure 6.3 shows the way they should be arranged in the trays. 

                 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.3: Rings arrangement on the trays. 
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6.1.2.2 Product Requirements 

Table 6.1 summarizes the requirements for the carbonitrided rings, that the supplier has to 

guarantee. These requirements refer and must be fulfilled with regard to the raceway, since the 

carbonitriding treatment is meant for that part of the ring. It is, in fact, the raceway the most 

critical part of the inner ring since it is subjected to high loads and stresses during the operation 

of the ball bearing. The effects of the treatment on the rest of the ring are not of interest. 

Table 6.1: Product requirements for carbonitrided rings.18 

HV1 HARDNESS PROFILE OF RACEWAY: TOLERANCES  

Depth of Measurement (mm)   

0,06 600-880 

0,10 670-880 

0,20 750-880 

0,30 770-880 

0,40 770-880 

750-860 
HV10 TRACK LAYER HARDNESS: 

61-65 HRC 

“CASE” DEPTH: 0.30-0.70 mm 

CARBONITRIDING LAYER DEPTHS:   

Porosities / internal oxidation / surface defects / 

decarburization 
20 µm max. 

Shallow Free Carbides layer 150 µm max. 

CARBONITRIDED LAYER MARTENSITE: SH3 max 

TRACK LAYER MARTENSITE: MT4 max 

SLACK QUENCH PHASE: TN3-TG3 max 

DIMENSIONAL STABILITY: 80 µm/100 mm max. 

TRACK LAYER RETAINED AUSTENITE: 15% max 

RETAINED AUSTENITE AT 0.2 mm depth: 20-40% 

The assessment of the above properties must be executed cutting the ring and englobing a 

specimen of its cross section in suitable resins. The evaluation of the shallow free carbides layer 

depth and of the microstructure requires etching; the assessment of the retained austenite 

requires X-ray diffraction technique, while to estimate the case depth HV119 profiles should be 

performed on a ring cross section which underwent a supplementary tempering at 480°C for 

one hour.  

                                                 
18

 SKF Specification 1.381.645: Product/Process carbonitriding and rehardening heat treatment specification DGBB rings 

(subcontracted heat treatment), pages 7-8. 
19

 Vickers scale, 1kgf load. 
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The tolerances for the carbonitrided layer and track layer martensite and slack quench phase, 

are presented in the specification with pictures that allow the comparison when analyzing at the 

microscope. Those pictures are here omitted for confidentiality reasons.  

6.1.2.3 Control Plan 

The specification also binds the supplier to send along with the carbonitrided rings, a certificate 

for every batch, with all the information relative to the fulfilment of the requirements previously 

illustrated.  

The current control plan agreed between SKF and the supplier of carbonitriding, which will be 

called HEATmaster20 from now on, accounts for a sampling plan of three rings per batch on 

which all the controls are performed and the results recorded in certificates (as well as in the 

supplier’s database) sent along with the batches. For every certificate the rings are taken from 

three of 18 control positions (Figure 6.4). 

 

Figure 6.4: Control positions for sampling of the batches.  
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6.2 Implementation 

The implementation of the DMAIC methodology will be analyzed and presented in the following 

paragraphs. For this project the phases of measure and analyze were looped once, since the 

first analyze phase highlighted a new CTQ which therefore needed to undergo the measure 

phase again. The following flow diagram shows briefly the path covered with the tools, the 

findings and the results delivered at every gate.  
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Figure 6.5: Summarizing flow chart of all the stages covered in the project highlighting the main tools, results and 
findings. Some qualitative considerations and improvements were omitted in this depiction. 
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6.2.1 DEFINE 

This phase encompassed the compilation of the project charter, followed by the development of 

the SIPOC and the CTQ Tree. The preliminary analysis which usually includes identifying the 

Voice of the Customer and developing a Kano model were neglected since the project scope 

and goals were outlined based on a technical well defined customer requirement. In fact, the 

customer did not express to SKF the general wish for improved product characteristics, rather 

demanded the execution of a specified heat treatment on it, based on its own researches and 

tests; therefore an interpretation of the voice of customer and its demands was not required. 

Moreover, the bottle neck of the line was known to be the SGB, which exempted the team from 

the calculation of the rolled throughput yield.  

6.2.1.1 Project Charter 

- Project title: Cycle time reduction for IR raceway grinding process, in case of 

carbonitrided rings, from 6 s/ring to 3 s/ring. 

- Category of project: Green Belt. 

- Project start-end dates: 19th May, 2010 – 19th December 2010 

- Problem statement: The product BB1-3155 is to be converted into BB1-3155 E, i.e. with 

carbonitrided SKF Grade 3M steel inner ring according to a new customer requirement. 

The customer is a very big and well known car manufacturer representing a very 

important market share for the company. The grinding process of the raceway of a 

carbonitrided ring features double the cycle time of the same process on a through 

hardened ring. In this situation the demand would not be met in terms of volumes 

produced. 

- Processes impacted: Carbonitriding, which is outsourced, and grinding. 

- Benefit to SKF: Avoid purchase and installation of a new SGB; increased channel 

capacity and efficiency; satisfy customer’s requirements. 

- Constraints: Channel availability to carry out tests; supplier’s availability to carry out 

tests; quality of the parts. 
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- Project scope:      

- Included: Grinding machines (SGB); carbonitriding; metallurgical                       

laboratory; engineering and design.  

- Excluded: Quality of the incoming IMs. 

- Metrics: Cycle time. 

- Project goal: Reducing the cycle time to 3 seconds. 

- Other goals: Application of the results to other carbonitrided rings machined in other 

channels. 

- Business case: Includes the budget allocated to the project, soft and hard savings. This 

information is confidential. 

6.2.1.2 SIPOC 

The SIPOC represents a high-level process map which helps the team viewing the process and 

its related variables in the same way. Since there were two impacted processes, two SIPOCs 

were developed, one for the carbonitriding treatment (Figure 6.6) and one for the grinding 

process of the raceway of the inner ring on the SGB (Figure 6.7). As indicated in the project 

charter, carbonitriding is an outsourced process, therefore both the supplier and customer will 

be SKF Bari factory, which sends the rings after the “soft” machining to HEATmaster, and 

receives them at the end of the treatment for further machining.    
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Figure 6.6: SIPOC of the carbonitring process. 
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Figure 6.7: SIPOC of the grinding process of the raceway of inner rings. 

In both the processes the output of the quality controls are used as feedback and some 
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Figure 6.8: CTQ Tree of the carbonitriding requirement. 

 

Figure 6.9: CTQ Tree of the requirement to halve the cycle time of the grinding process carried out on the SGB. 
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At this stage of the project the CTQ which is brought forward to the measure phase is the cycle 

time of the grinding process on the raceway of the IR since this is the main intended change so 

far; the carbonitriding process has not yet been considered for modification. 

6.2.2 MEASURE 

In this phase the considered CTQ, i.e. the cycle time, does not require to be measured. It is in 

fact already known, since the IR-BB1-3339, which is exactly the same product as the IR-BB1-

3155 E but has already been carbonitrided for more than four years, is currently manufactured 

on channel 2. The two SGBs of channel 2 and 3 are equivalent machines, therefore the cycle 

time can easily be compared. In case of carbonitrided rings (channel 2) the cycle time is 12 

seconds, considered on two rings because the SGB works two rings per cycle, thus the cycle 

time corresponds to 6 s/ring. This is exactly double the cycle time of the same process in case 

of usual through hardened rings (channel 3) featuring 6 seconds (two per cycle), i.e. 3 s/ring. 

The sigma level of this process needs to be calculated in case of fulfilling the customer 

requirement with the current cycle time. In order to do this the number of defect parts per 

million opportunities (DPMO) was calculated. The DPMO is the number of defects in a sample 

divided by the total number of defect opportunities multiplied by 1 million (18). 

6
10

.

.
×=

rtunitiesDefectOppoTotalNo

DefectsNo
DPMO                                                                    (18) 

Where the defect opportunities are all the characteristics of one part which can be faulty, i.e. all 

the ones which undergo controls.  

In this specific case concerning a bottleneck, thus the cycle time, the total defect opportunities 

would be represented by the demand, and the number of defects by the number of unproduced 

units because of capacity constraints.  

000,50010
000,400

000,200 6
=×=DPMO  

The number of unproduced units is roughly half of the demand because it has been considered 

that if the cycle time on channel 2 was doubled because of machining carbonitrided parts, the 

output would be exactly half of the current, considering constant its efficiency. 

The correspondent sigma level can be extracted from the DPMO conversion table and is 1.5 σ. 
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6.2.3 ANALYZE     

In this phase efforts were put on trying to find the root causes for the increase in the cycle time 

of the process conducted on the SGB when machining carbonitrided rings in order to find ways 

to prevent it. An Ishikawa diagram was developed (Figure 6.10). This tool, also called fishbone 

diagram or cause-and-effect diagram is one of the seven basic quality tools and helps finding all 

the possible causes concurring to a specific effect under study grouping them under five 

categories comprising Man, Material, Method, Machine, Measurement and Environment. 

 

Figure 6.10: Ishikawa diagram relative to the increase of the cycle time on the SGB. 

The above diagram includes only the changes that carbonitriding involves in the grinding 

process, therefore the measurement, man and environment category do not feature any cause. 
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totally removed in the process. As already indicated, the tolerance admitted towards the 

suppliers for the depth of this layer is maximum 150 µm. Since this area has to be considered 

radial to the raceway, if the radius was not decreased, it could reach areas belonging to the 

finished ring.   

 

Figure 6.11: Stock allowance IM-BB1-3339. The red profile is the IM; the black profile is the IR after being 
machined on the SGB. (Dimensions in µm) 

The decrease of the radius has mainly two negative effects on the process. Firstly, an 

unevenness of the forces developed during grinding along the wheel’s profile, since it impacts 

at the beginning the angles of stock on the flanks of the raceway (Figure 6.12) and adheres 

only at the end a fully “fitting” profile. Therefore, the working area is ever increasing and so are 

the forces, subsequently a steady state is reached only in the last stage of the process. 

Secondly, a general increase of the stock to remove with a maximum peak in the point in figure 

6.11, corresponding to 262 µm. 
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Figure 6.12: Impact of the grinding wheel with the flanks of IM-BB1-3339. The grinding wheel profile is in blue; the 
red profile is the IM; the black profile is the IR after being machined on the SGB.  

These two effects lead to a total increase of the cycle time, the first because a slower feed rate 

is required to compensate the varying forces and achieve the specified surface quality and the 

second for the simple fact that the total volume to remove is greater. 

Therefore from this analysis we concluded that the root cause of the increase of the cycle time 

in case of the carbonitrided rings is the change of the design of the IM with a consequential 

increase of the stock allowance. Since the design has been modified (from the through 

hardened rings) in order to guarantee the total removal of the layer without enlarged carbides, 

a new CTQ has been identified, i.e. the depth of the layer without enlarged carbides, since its 

reduction could allow a reduction of the stock allowance and in the best case, restoring the 

usual design of the IM.  

Next, the new CTQ will go through the phase of measure and analyze. The grinding wheel 

response factor, identified under the machine category will be neglected, based on the 

assumption that the wheel selected for the carbonitrided parts is the optimal one. 

 

Grinding Wheel 
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6.2.4  MEASURE – 2  

6.2.4.1 Calculation of the new tolerance in case of change of the design of the IM 

A study of the stock allowance was conducted in order to understand what would be the 

maximum tolerated depth of the layer without enlarged carbides if the profile of the IM-BB1-

3339 was modified (Figure 6.13). At this point a remark is required: this study is cross sectional 

in the way that it affects two products. In fact, the measurements and analyses are carried out 

on one product (BB1-IM-3339) which already undergoes the carbonitriding process in order to 

make decisions on a future equivalent one (BB1-IM-3155-E). Therefore, modifying design of the 

IM means basically keeping the current BB1-IM-3155 design even when it will be carbonitrided 

(BB1-IM-3155-E).   

 

 

Figure 6.13: Analysis of the stock allowance in the worst case (minimum stock allowance) with detail (A).  The red 
profile represents the current IM with smaller radius compared to the IR; the green profile represents the IR after 
SGB machining and the yellow profile represents the modified IM profile (current IM-BB1-3155). 

The above profiles were obtained calculating the worst case, i.e. the case in which there is 

more possibility that a part of the layer without enlarged carbides is “left over” in the IR. This 
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situation obviously corresponds to the minimum amount of stock allowance according to the 

tolerances for each dimension. Two important points derive from this analysis, first of all the 

current tolerance of 150 µm does not guarantee a complete removal of the layer free of 

enlarged carbides since in case of minimum stock allowance the bottom of the raceway allows 

only 126 µm; secondly that in case of change of the design of the IM, the tolerance on the 

maximum depth of the layer free of enlarged carbides should be decreased to 75 µm.  

6.2.4.2  Hypothesis 

As already clarified, the design of the IM-BB1-3339 is meant to guarantee the total removal of 

the layer free from enlarged carbides. Nonetheless, it is the result of an assumption on the 

perpendicular direction of the treatment supported by no scientific tests and evidence. 

Therefore, a new hypothesis was formulated that carbonitriding would not occur perfectly 

orthogonal to the surface, rather vertical or anyhow exhibiting a variation according to the 

directions. If the process was vertical, then the layer without enlarged carbides would not be 

constant in the direction radial to the raceway. Instead a variation of the depth of the shallow 

free carbides layer was expected, characterized by a maximum on the bottom of the raceway 

which would decrease, evaluated perpendicularly to the raceway, along the flanks. This would 

as well result in the possibility of changing the design of the IM in the current situation. 

In order to test such hypothesis, some measurements of the depths were carried out on a 

sample of 50 carbonitrided inner rings which were all coming from different batches. The 

measured values are reported in the table in Appendix B. This table was also used, together 

with the data collected from 250 certificates (Appendix C), to gather information about the 

carbonitriding process performance.  

The hypothesis testing and analysis of the process through SPC follow in the next analyze phase. 

6.2.4.3 Measurement System Analysis 

6.2.4.3.1 Internal MSA 

The measurements were carried out in the metallurgy laboratory. The system consists of one 

Light Optical Microscope (LOM) with micron resolution and one technician, who is the appraiser. 

The precision and accuracy of these two components of the system needed to be verified.  

The verification of the instrument is done every three years through external calibration and 

was up to date at the moment of the implementation of this project.  
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Since the measurements were done by the same technician using the same microscope, there is 

no reproducibility error of the instrument and appraiser.  

Regarding the repeatability of the appraiser, the technician is specialized and thoroughly trained 

and has been working for five years in the metallurgy laboratory, performing all along the same 

period this particular task.   

6.2.4.3.2  External MSA 

Since some of the analyses were based on data provided by the supplier, its measurement 

system needed to be verified as well.  

They have performed an internal MSA, with acceptable results and comply with the SKF 

Specification 1.381.645 (see Paragraph 6.1.2). Their MSA results are reliable based on the fact 

they are ISO TS 16949 certified. 

6.2.5 ANALYZE – 2  

Referring to the table in Appendix B, the shallow free carbides layer depth was measured 

perpendicularly to the surface in five control points along the raceway, A, B, C, D, and E (Figure 

6.14). Moreover, the minimum total carbonitriding depth, W, was visually evaluated, even 

though this type of evaluation is only rough since according to the standard, it should be 

assessed through the hardness profile after tempering at 480° for one hour (see Paragraph 

6.1.2.2). The fifty samples of rings cross sections were available in the laboratory since they 

had been stored from previous check according to the control plan. Therefore, they all belonged 

to different batches and covered a time span of around six months, starting from October 2009, 

even though no precise date information could be retrieved for each batch. 
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Figure 6.14: Control points for the measurement of the depths along the raceway. The lighter pattern indicates the 
layer free of enlarged carbides, while the darker pattern indicates the total carbonitriding depth. The depiction has 
only a representative purpose, for the real aspect of the depths refer to chapter 4. 

6.2.5.1  Hypothesis Testing 

The hypothesis tested was the following: 
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The two control points chosen for comparison were point C, i.e. the bottom of the raceway and 

point E, one of the two extreme points on the flanks. Trying to test the difference of values 

between their averages would highlight a pattern involving also the intermediate points (B and 

D). Point E was chosen rather than point A since the average of the values measured in E was 

greater than the average of those measured in A (see Appendix B), which would decrease the 

possibility of error β21.  

The test conducted was a t-test for comparing the means when we are dealing with two 
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 Error β or type II consists of accepting the null hypothesis when it is wrong, opposed to error α or type I which consists instead 

of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true. 
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with df= degrees of freedom. The populations are independent since the depth in the different 

points is dependent only on the process parameters and not on the depth on the other points of 

the same ring.  

The test was computed using Minitab15 which gave the following result: 

   

Figure 6.15: Screenshot of the t-test values computed with Minitab15. 

From the t-table, the critical t-value for 5% α risk and 97 degrees of freedom can be read: 

66.1=ct  

Since the calculated T-Value is smaller than the tc, thus does not fall in the critical area, there is 

no sufficient evidence to reject H0. Another confirmation of this conclusion is given by the p-

value: since it is much greater than our α level  H0 cannot be rejected.  

Returning to our purpose, the change of the design could not be executed in the current 

situation since a pattern along the raceway for the carbonitriding depths was not detected; 

Two-Sample T-Test and CI: C; E  
 

Two-sample T for C vs E 

 

                      SE 

    N  Mean  StDev  Mean 

C  50  79,7   84,9    12 

E  50  77,0   81,9    12 

 

 

Difference = mu (C) - mu (E) 

Estimate for difference:  2,7 

95% lower bound for difference:  -25,0 

T-Test of difference = 0 (vs >): T-Value = 0,16  P-Value = 0,436  DF = 97 

 

 

(20) 
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moreover high standard deviations could also be observed, indicating in some cases great 

depths. This will be better investigated in the next section. 

6.2.5.2  SPC 

Statistical process control is the application of statistical methods to the monitoring and control 

of a process to ensure that it operates at its full potential to produce conforming products. 

[WKP10] Control charts and capability analyses will be used for this purpose. 

In order to assess the performance of the carbonitriding process, the maximum measured 

depth in every ring was considered and a histogram of its values was drawn (figure 6.16). As 

expected, just like for the single control points, the distribution is positively skewed, since the 

lower limit is represented by a physical boundary. 
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Figure 6.16: Histogram of the maximum depth (µm) of layer free of enlarged carbides detected in every ring of the 
fifty controlled. 

In order to assess whether the process is under control or not a control chart RX −  chart was 

developed (Figure 6.17). Since the population is not normally distributed, this chart is suitable 

because it considers subgroups of the sample and their average which are, according to the 

central limit theorem, normally distributed. From the chart we deduce that the process is under 

control. Nevertheless, in order to draw a definitive conclusion it would be better to have more 

data. Therefore, the table in Appendix C was used. Figure 6.18 shows the histogram of the max 

depth found in every batch, out of three checked rings.   
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Figure 6.17: RX −  chart of the maximum depth (µm) detected in the fifty samples. 
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Figure 6.18: Histogram of the maximum depth (µm) detected in the 250 samples of three rings each.  
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The current supplier HEATmaster has been providing carbonitriding to SKF for only one year 

and a half so far, following some quality problems faced with the previous supplier which was 

dismissed. For this reason, the first 20 batches, corresponding to March, April and partly May 

2009 were neglected, since their yielded values were out of tolerance, which can be related to 

the fact the process was yet to be put under control and optimized. This exclusion results in a 

decrease of the right outliers (Figure 6.19). 
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Figure 6.19: Histogram of the maximum depth (µm) detected in the 230 samples of three rings each, with reduced 
right outliers. 

A  SX − chart was developed for this set of data (Figure 6.20). Being this a control chart for 

subgroups of a sample, it features the same advantages discussed for the previous one, 

moreover S is the best estimator of variation and the great sample size allows its application.  

The chart shows point 9 lying just above the upper control limit in the Xbar chart and right 

below the lower control limit of the S chart. In order to check if this was caused only by a 

random and exceptional event, the values corresponding to subgroup 9 were deleted from the 

table and the chart developed once more (Figure 6.21). 
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Figure 6.20: SX − chart of the maximum depths (µm) detected in the 230 samples, each one of three rings. 
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Figure 6.21: Edited SX − chart, after discarding one subgroup of the sample.  
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Also this last chart confirms the previously raised conclusion that the process is under control. A 

capability analysis was subsequently performed. In order to assess the capability of the process, 

the Ppu22 and Ppk22 are considered. In fact, being the distribution non normal, these two indices 

are suitable since they are not calculated based on the normal distribution, contrarily to Cp22 

and Cpk22. 
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Ppk is the minimum between Ppu and Ppl but in this case Ppl is not considered since the lower 

specification limit is boundary, therefore in this case Ppk = Ppu. 

The X corresponding to the 50th percentile is 120, while in order to detect 
865.99

X , i.e. the value 

of X corresponding to the 99.865 percentile, calculating the cumulative frequency is required. 

For this purpose a histogram of the set of measurements, excluded the sample 81-90 was 

developed with labeled frequency (Figure 6.22). 
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Figure 6.22: Histogram of maximum depths (µm) detected in 220 rings with labeled frequency. 
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 Key Performance Indices meaning Process Performance (Pp) and Process Capability (Cp). The subscripts l and u stand for 

respectively lower and upper. The process is capable when this indices are greater than 1.3.  

(22) 
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From the calculations it resulted that the 99.545% of the data is smaller than 195 µm and the 

maximum value is 205. Therefore, 
865.99

X  is located between 195 and 205; interpolating it was 

identified equal to 202.  

Thus, from equation (22), PPu and PPk are equal to 0.36. They are very low, clearly showing 

that the process is not capable.  

This set of conditions, i.e. under control but unstable process allowed us to go further to the 

improvement phase. In fact, since the process is under control, there are no random recurrent 

factors causing variability, rather some changes to the influential factors of the process had to 

be made.  

The hereto treated data gave evidence of variation among different batches. Nonetheless, it 

would be more complete to investigate possible variability within the same batch. A batch 

corresponds to a furnace. 

For this purpose, an entire batch was analyzed, i.e. one ring from each of the 18 control 

positions. The results are collected in the table in Appendix D and visualized in the graph in 

Figure 6.23 according to the maximum depth measured in every ring: 

 

Figure 6.23: Maximum values of depths (µm) recorded in every ring for every control position. 
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This analysis highlighted an increase of the depth free from enlarged carbides towards the top 

of the tray, with floor C featuring the worst results (greater layer) and floor A the best ones 

(smaller layer). This analysis is very time-consuming and therefore could not be performed for 

several batches but since the process is under control one single batch can represent the 

population.  

Therefore, in the improvement phase, the project will deal with solutions to improve the heat 

treatment, firstly rendering its results more homogeneous both within the same furnace and 

among different batches. Moreover, there will be attempts to optimize it with the goal of 

minimizing the depth of the layer free of enlarged carbides with the perspective of decreasing 

the tolerance to 70 µm. 

6.2.6 IMPROVE 

6.2.6.1 Carbonitriding 

The improvement of the carbonitriding treatment started with a visit to the supplier in order to 

have a look at the whole heat treatment system at the site and discuss about the measures to 

take with the perspective to minimize the area without enlarged carbides.  

Firstly, some loaded trays were noticed to have rings randomly and disorderly arranged in some 

parts, which ignored one point of the SKF specification (see Figure 6.3). This could be one of 

the causes of unevenness between the different floors and rings within the same furnace. The 

supplier was therefore asked to restore the loading and arrangement conditions agreed on at 

the start of the collaboration. Another solution to implement in order to lower the variability 

detected within floors could be to increase the distance between the floors so that the gas in 

the furnace could circulate better and the conditions be more homogeneous. 

Regarding the decrease of the layer without enlarged carbides, the parameters to manipulate, 

thus the most influential were identified to be the carbon and nitrogen potentials during the 

carbonitriding and the carbon potential during rehardening, thus it was agreed to have several 

trials, which will be further discussed in the next paragraph. 

Moreover, the sampling scheme and the arrangement of the 18 control positions was 

considered confusing and it had been found from the analysis of the certificates that sometimes 

not all the floors of each batch were checked. Thus a simpler, more rational sampling scheme 

was defined (Figure 6.24) along with a rigorous sampling order consisting of the following 
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sequence of combinations of control position for each batch: 1-10-13, 5-6-14, 2-10-11, 5-8-15, 

3-9-15, 4-10-12, 5-7-15. 

 

Figure 6.24: New sampling scheme. 

6.2.6.1.1  Optimization Trials and Results 

Many different trials were carried out in order to find the optimal settings of parameters yielding 

parts in tolerance and minimizing the layer free of enlarged carbides. 

The load of the furnace is around 1000 kg. The carbon potential was set, before starting the 

trials, at 1% and the ammonia flow at 375 l/h, corresponding to 3% in volume of the 

atmosphere and 0.35% of nitrogen potential (see Figures 4.7 and 4.8). Also in the rehardening 

phase the carbon was set at 1%.  

Totally, twelve trials were conducted, changing the carbon potential between 1, 1.3 and 1.5% 

and the ammonia flow between a minimum (350 l/h) and a maximum (450 l/h).  

The higher ammonia rate resulted very negatively on the carbonitriding effect, increasing the 

dilution of carbon and therefore lowering the effect of enlargement of the carbides. Also the 

highest level of carbon provoked light soothing when the ammonia flow was at the lower levels. 
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In addition, when the ammonia was too low in percentage some pieces were found to be not in 

tolerance with regard to the total depth of case (<0.3 mm). Apart from this no other qualitative 

non conformities were detected in the rings resulting from the different trials. 

Another factor which was manipulated was the initial flow rate of methane (enriching gas) and 

the carbon potential during rehardening. In fact, the actual carbon potential takes some time to 

reach its set point as the diagrams of the cycles showed (Figure 6.25), which leads to 

decarburizing, thus increase of the layer without enlarged carbides, during the first hour and a 

half and was confirmed by some measurements on the rings before and after rehardening.  

  

Figure 6.25: Diagram of the rehardening cycle indicating in light blue the carbon potential. 

The curve representing the carbon potential is the light blue one and the aim was to increase its 

slope to accelerate the reach of the set point. 

The best parameters setting was found to be, for carbonitriding, 1.2% of carbon and 370 l/h of 

ammonia, corresponding to a 0,3% nitrogen, because of the increased potential of carbon; 

while for rehardening 1.2% of carbon with increased initial flow rate, yielding a layer free from 

enlarged carbides between 0 and 75 µm on three repeated trials.  

It was said that the tolerance should be set at 70 µm but 75 µm is totally acceptable since the 

least stock allowance in the worst conditions was found to be around 76 µm. Moreover, the 

parts undergo subsequently honing which removes at least 10 µm more. 

1,00% 
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6.2.6.2 Grinding Process 

6.2.6.2.1  Optimizing DOE 

In order to optimize the grinding process a DOE was outlined in order to find the best set of 

process parameters to machine carbonitrided rings with the modified design of the IM, i.e. with 

the usual IM-BB1 3155 design for through hardened rings. The most influential parameters 

were preliminarily identified during one of the team meetings, based on the experience of the 

members working in the presetting and on the line. From this session already two main 

parameters were highlighted: the starting position and the grinding speed. The starting position 

parameter refers to the position in which the grinding wheel is located when the cycle starts; 

this position is widely influenced by the amount of stock allowance.  

The influence of these two factors was further investigated by comparing the two machine 

setting sheets issued and approved by the technical office with all the parameters of the 

process on the SGB of channel 2, for carbonitrided rings, and on the SGB of channel 3, for 

through hardened rings. A considerable difference in values arose only for two parameters: 

starting position and pre-roughing speed, as foreseen. Therefore these two factors were chosen 

for the experiments. 

The number of level was fixed to three. This choice was made based on some knowledge and 

information about the machine and the process, considering that the response variable, i.e. the 

cycle time, might be non linear. The resulting design is the following: 

 

Figure 6.26: Full factorial 32 design. [STA10] 
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It was decided to have two of the levels of the factors equal to the current ones for 

carbonitrided and through hardened rings, therefore precisely in the way the SGB are 

machining respectively on channel 2 and 3. The third level was instead chosen in order to 

“push” the machine with more extreme conditions. This decision was made considering that the 

removal rate might be lower in case of carbonitrided rings even with the same speed, because 

of the properties of the treated material, thus to reach the goal we might need even higher 

speed than the current one. Moreover, this would show if cycle times even lower than six 

seconds are reachable and feasible considering the quality constraints. The levels of the 

parameters for the experiments are shown in the following table: 

Table 6.1: Factors and levels of the design. 

  

Five hundred rings with the usual IM-BB1 3155 design were sent to HEATmaster to be 

carbonitrided. It should be pointed out that the material used for this experiment is SKF Grade 

3 steel rather than the SKF Grade 3M steel which is the actual steel that will be carbonitrided. 

Anyway, as already explained, the differences between these two materials can be neglected 

with regard to the response to machining (see Chapter 3).  

As shown in Table 6.2 we had nine runs, which allowed us to use 50 rings per run, resulting in 

25 cycles and left 50 rings available for the first-off. The dressing of the grinding wheel occurs 

every 10 cycles, thus having 25 cycles each experiments provides a complete picture of all the 

different conditions the process faces.  

The values of the cycle time in seconds were read from the machine control panel, called by a 

string referring to its register. As an outcome 25 values could be read for every experiment. At 

least one replicate would have been needed, but this set of experiments was very expensive 

and time consuming for the company, therefore different values recorded during the same 

experiment were used as replicates. We considered four of them taken in the different 

conditions of the process: first cycle after wheel dressing, last cycle before wheel dressing, two 

cycles in the middle. Since there was no blocking because changes in the operator or in the 

  Factors 

    Starting Position (µm) Pre -roughing speed(µm/s) 

1 370 80 

2 500 160 

L
e

v
e

ls
 

3 750 250 
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shift were not considered influential on the machine with regard to the variable observed, this 

way of generating replicates is accurate. Moreover, the experiments were run on the same 

machine, and on the same product. It should be pointed out that the cycle time read from the 

control paned does not include the dressing time corresponding to 3.2 seconds, thus 0.32 

seconds per cycle and 0.116 seconds per ring. 

The machine on which the experiments were run was the SGB in channel 3; therefore the 

change of the grinding wheel was executed before the start of the experiment. The rings 

underwent face grinding before being machined on the SGB, following the normal process flow 

diagram (Figure 6.2). 

The randomized design generated by Minitab and the recorded values can be observed in the 

following table. All the values have been increased of 0.32 seconds to account for the dressing 

time.   

Table 6.2: Experiments run and recorded values for the cycle time in seconds (y) and grinding burns (x). 

 

The response variable y is the cycle time, while x refers to the grinding burns. These last ones 

are classified with a discrete scale from 0 to 5 according to their severity. Obviously also the 

other critical quality characteristics were checked, i.e. roughness, waviness and dimensions, but 

none of them resulted out of tolerance, apart from the grinding burns which needed therefore 

to be considered in our analysis as a constraint. 

StdOrder RunOrder A B y1 y2 y3 y4 x 

3 1 1 3 5,74 5,79 5,89 5,81 0 

6 2 2 3 6,15 5,09 6,23 6,21 0 

4 3 2 1 7,53 7,63 7,52 7,73 0 

7 4 3 1 7,68 8,66 8,67 8,71 0 

8 5 3 2 7,58 6,07 7,6 7,48 0 

5 6 2 2 5,99 6,05 6,08 6,11 0 

1 7 1 1 7,31 7,27 7,29 7,4 5 

2 8 1 2 6,02 6,16 6,2 6,26 0 

9 9 3 3 7,22 7,14 6,94 7,22 3 
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6.2.6.2.2  Analysis of the Factorial Design 

The analysis of the results of the experiments was executed with Minitab, the outcome of 

ANOVA follows: 

 

Figure 6.27: Screenshot of the results of Analysis of Variance for the response variable computed with Minitab15. 

Where the F-value of each factor and interaction is calculated as follows: 

e

i

MS

MS
F =  

where MSe is the mean square error and MSi is the mean square of each factor, calculated as 

below: 

Df

SS
MS i

i =  

With Df= degrees of freedom. SSi is the summation of the squares of the observed response 

variables associated to each factor and expresses the factor component of variance. 

 

General Linear Model: Cycle Time versus Starting Pos; Pre-Roughing  
 
Factor              Type   Levels  Values 

Starting Position   fixed       3  370; 500; 750 

Pre-Roughing Speed  fixed       3  80; 160; 250 

 

 

Analysis of Variance for Cycle Time, using Adjusted SS for Tests 

 

Source                                DF   Seq SS   Adj SS  Adj MS      F 

Starting Position                      2   9,7674   9,7674  4,8837  37,99 

Pre-Roughing Speed                     2  16,0577  16,0577  8,0288  62,46 

Starting Position*Pre-Roughing Speed   4   0,2670   0,2670  0,0667   0,52 

Error                                 27   3,4707   3,4707  0,1285 

Total                                 35  29,5627 

 

Source                                    P 

Starting Position                     0,000 

Pre-Roughing Speed                    0,000 

Starting Position*Pre-Roughing Speed  0,722 

Error 

Total 

 

 

S = 0,358530   R-Sq = 88,26%   R-Sq(adj) = 84,78% 

 

(23) 

(24) 
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The F-value is needed to assess the significance of the main factors and of the interactions. The 

condition is: 

F-value> Fα,vi,ve  

Where vi and ve are the degrees of freedom of the main factor or interaction and of the error, 

respectively. If this condition is verified, F falls in the critical area and there is enough evidence 

to reject the null hypothesis which sets the influence of each factor and interaction equal to 

zero, thus the factor or interaction is influential. 

In the above analyzed case the effects of the two main factors result influential while the effect 

of the interaction results insignificant (from the F-table it can be read: Fa=Fb=3.34; Fab=2.71).  
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Figure 6.28: Histogram and normal probability plot of the residual of the cycle time. 

Figure 6.28 shows the histogram and the normal probability plot of the residual, i.e. the 

difference between the values recorded and the estimated response variable function. The most 

desirable is that the residual be normally distributed around zero. In the presented case, there 

is not a perfect fit to the distribution, but this does not prevent from drawing conclusions from 
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the results of the experiments since the next graph (Figure 6.29) shows that there is not much 

variation in the area of lower cycle time, which is the aimed direction.   

 

Figure 6.29: Fit of the residual versus the fitted value showing the variation of the results. 

6.2.6.2.3  Results 

The contour plot in Figure 6.30 indicates the cycle time yielded by different sets of parameters, 

including the dressing time. The lightest green area is the one containing all the sets of 

parameters resulting in a cycle time between 5.5 and 6 seconds, therefore complying with the 

target.  

At this point, though, the grinding burns should be taken into account and used as constraints. 

The contour plot of the grinding burns (Figure 6.31) shows in dark blue the areas corresponding 

to the sets of parameters which do not cause them. It is not possible to conduct an ANOVA to 

estimate the influence of the parameters on the grinding burns since they are evaluated on a 

discrete scale, moreover, they did not give different values for each replication, as they were 

found on all the 50 rings processed in the experiments 7 and 9, showing the same severity. 

Nonetheless, the contour plot can guide us in finding the safe settings for machining. Figure 

6.32 shows in red the area whose values for the starting position and pre-roughing speed can 

be used to get a low cycle time respecting all the quality constraints.  
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Figure 6.30: Contour plot showing all the different sets of parameters yielding certain cycle times. 

 

 

Figure 6.31: Contour plot showing the set of parameters causing grinding burns. 
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Figure 6.32: Contour plot showing in red the area corresponding to lower cycle time, not causing grinding burns 
and the optimal set of parameters within that area. 

Looking at the graph above, it can be deduced that all the combinations of parameters with 

pre-roughing speed from 180 to 250 µm/s and starting position between 350 and 500 µm 

should yield a cycle time which meets the target and provide quality characteristics within the 

tolerance. Anyhow, to stay on the safe side it would be better to avoid the most extreme 

settings for both the parameters and the areas bordering with the contours of the grinding 

burns or with greater cycle times. Therefore, the optimum would be choosing a pre-roughing 

speed ranging from 190 to 230 µm/s and a starting position between 400 and 470 µm.  
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6.2.7 CONTROL 

6.2.7.1 Carbonitriding 

After reaching the set of the carbon and ammonia potential as well as making some secondary 

improvements (tray loading, distance between floors), the following actions were identified in 

order to control the process performance and maintain the results achieved: 

• Statistical quality control should be implemented for three months to monitor through 

control charts process behaviour and verify that it is under control; 

• For the first three months the sampling and control plan should be tighter: 10 rings per 

week should be inspected at SKF plant, 5 rings per batch should be inspected and 

inserted in the certificate by the supplier; 

• At the end of this period a capability analysis should be repeated. 

Moreover, during the first months, the communication between SKF and HEATmaster should be 

enhanced so that any problem that may arise be promptly tackled.   

6.2.7.2 Grinding Process 

The grinding process with the new parameters set, should be launched after the change of the 

design of the IM-BB1 3155 E has been carried out. The rings, in turn, should be turned 

according to the new design and sent to the carbonitriding heat treatment only after the latter 

has proven to be under control and capable of yielding parts with a layer free from enlarged 

carbides ≤ 70 µm. When these conditions are fulfilled the production can start along with the 

following actions: 

• Update of the working instructions, procedures and thorough information of the workers 

about the change in the product and the process; 

• Enhanced sampling plan of the inner rings for the first two months; 

• Statistical quality control with charts to monitor the cycle time on the SGB and the 

capability of the process according to it for the first two months; 

• PFMEA of new potential failures caused by the changes made on the process and on the 

product. 
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7 Conclusions  

Halving the cycle time of a machining process can be very challenging and demands a thorough 

analysis in order to find potential areas for optimization. Applying Six Sigma to achieve this has 

proven itself to be a powerful strategy, leading to the identification of some critical factors and 

providing tools to find solutions and optimize processes.  

The requirement set by the customer to have carbonitrided the inner ring of the analyzed ball 

bearing put the focus on two main processes, the first obviously being the carbonitriding 

treatment and the second the groove grinding process which features in case of carbonitrided 

rings double the time than for through hardened ones. With such cycle time the volumes 

demanded would not have been reached and the purchase and installation of a second grinding 

machine would have been necessary.  

The main cause for the increase of the cycle time was identified in the different design of the 

IM when this undergo carbonitriding, presenting a greater stock allowance, this change being 

demanded by the need to remove a particular layer resulting from this type of treatment. The 

depth of this layer was to be minimized in order to make it possible to change the design of the 

IM back to the usual one of through hardened rings. 

The carbonitriding process was optimized with different trials until the setting of carbon and 

ammonia potentials resulted in the desired depth of the layer. 

At the same time an optimizing DOE was outlined and the experiments performed, which 

highlighted a range of parameters settings allowing the target cycle time.         

7.1 Generalization, Limitations and Future Works 

The description and results of this study may be referred to as an example when trying to deal 

with the optimization of similar processes and the analysis of some factors correlations within 

them. 

Chapter four provides a good collection of information about carbonitriding and the guidelines 

for process optimization, highlighting the main effects of the parameters.  

From a practical point of view, this study attempted to find a solution to a problem that SKF 

Bari faced, which was the purpose the project was launched for. 
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The results of the many trials conducted with the supplier of heat treatment can be used as 

benchmark in case of a future selection for further carbonitriding suppliers. 

Moreover, the results of the optimization of the groove grinding process could be used also for 

the IR-BB1 3339 in case decreasing the cycle time of that process was of use in channel 2.  

As pointed out in the conclusions and thoroughly illustrated in chapter 6, good results were 

delivered. Nonetheless, there are some limitations concerning this thesis, which at the same 

time represent directions for future works and further improvements.  

The main cause for limitation was undoubtedly the time period I could spend at the company, 

secondly there was the cost that trials and experiments represented for the company, in terms 

of money, material, time and availability of machinery and workforce; the research, tests and 

experiments had to compromise with the fact that production is the priority in a factory. 

One of the main limitations is the fact that a proper validation could not be carried out. The 

results have clearly been verified since in the case of grinding they are the outcome of a 

statistical tool, and for carbonitriding three tests gave aligned results. Anyway, for the grinding 

process the chosen set of parameters, or even more than one set, should have been used to 

run the process again, in order to validate the results achieved. This was not possible in the 

time frame spent at the company, but will surely be done before starting the mass production 

of the type. For the carbonitriding process, instead, the steadiness of the process should be 

verified on the batches treated during some months. 

In addition, the actions indicated in the control paragraph should be entirely and meticulously 

implemented to successfully conclude the project.  

Regarding the optimization of the grinding process itself, it could be further developed with an 

investigation on the grinding wheel, in order to select the most suitable one and maximize its 

performance. In fact, the study and improvement of the process were made on the assumption 

that the grinding wheel as well as other components and current settings are optimal, since 

otherwise too many variables would have been included. In any case the selection of the 

grinding wheel definitely constitutes an area for improvement, since so far no particular 

experiment has involved testing different types. 

All summed up, the results achieved met the project target and can be considered very useful 

also for further development of the improvement of the two analyzed processes.  
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Appendix A: Matrix of Standard Bearing Types and their Suitability for a Given Application [SKG10] 
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Appendix B: Measured Values of the Depths (µm) on Fifty Rings Specimens

  Ring No. A B C  D E W 

1 13 20 15 20 20 370 

2 220 230 240 220 240 580 
3 140 140 150 150 140 460 
4 0 0 0 0 0 520 

5 10 10 10 10 5 540 
6 6 12 40 45 50 510 
7 78 75 80 76 80 530 

8 40 45 50 45 40 440 
9 100 100 110 110 120 580 
10 80 80 95 80 80 420 

11 0 5 0 0 0 480 
12 10 5 5 5 5 410 
13 60 65 70 70 60 560 

14 210 220 250 210 240 580 
15 5 5 5 5 5 460 
16 5 5 5 5 5 360 

17 40 40 45 50 50 550 
18 5 5 5 5 5 380 
19 260 270 270 270 260 500 

20 200 200 190 200 200 480 
21 5 5 5 0 0 490 
22 5 5 5 5 5 580 

23 15 20 15 10 10 510 
24 5 5 5 5 5 560 
25 150 160 160 160 160 440 

26 25 25 50 40 30 550 
27 5 5 5 5 5 540 
28 5 5 5 5 5 550 

29 200 200 220 220 160 450 
30 60 55 65 60 60 430 
31 160 150 160 190 180 460 

32 170 170 170 170 160 410 
33 220 220 210 220 220 440 
34 60 50 55 50 50 550 

35 40 40 40 40 40 500 
36 300 300 310 300 280 600 
37 80 80 60 75 70 510 

38 70 70 70 70 70 580 
39 90 110 110 110 110 470 
40 5 5 5 5 5 600 

41 20 20 30 20 20 500 
42 30 20 55 60 70 470 
43 0 0 0 0 0 540 

44 140 150 170 170 170 460 
45 160 150 160 160 160 530 
46 85 80 80 80 80 460 

47 0 0 0 0 0 550 
48 5 5 5 5 5 510 
49 140 150 120 120 110 600 

50 5 5 5 5 5 540 
Mean 74,74 75,84 79,70 78,72 77,00 502,86 
StDvt 81,01 82,31 84,06 82,86 81,11 62,30 
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Appendix C: Values of the Depths (µm) gathered from the Suppliers Certificates 

 Piece = Position    

Date 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 Batch Average Range 

2009_03_24 200       200         200                 047 A0285 200,0 0,0 

2009_03_24   100       120     200                   003 A0303 140,0 100,0 

2009_03_24       200                 200         200 007 A0316 200,0 0,0 

2009_03_24                     50       100     100 023 A0315 83,3 50,0 

2009_04_07 50       180                       100   008 A0419 110,0 130,0 

2009_04_07     50   50   180                       011 A0428 93,3 130,0 

2009_04_07   50       140                       100 048 A0421 96,7 90,0 

2009_04_07       50   50     200                   087 A0434 100,0 150,0 

2009_04_21     50                     140       100 042 A0503 96,7 90,0 

2009_04_21       100     130           150           064 A0495 126,7 50,0 

2009_04_21                   90   50     100       091 A0512 80,0 50,0 

2009_04_28         150 150     120                   011 A0546 140,0 30,0 

2009_04_28                         150     140   100 039 A0547 130,0 50,0 

2009_04_28   60         60           80           053 A0522 66,7 20,0 

2009_04_28     60     60                       100 057 A0525 73,3 40,0 

2009_04_28         50   100           50           065 A0548 66,7 50,0 

2009_04_28                 80     50     100       084 A0545 76,7 50,0 

2009_04_28                   100     80   100       004 A0556 93,3 20,0 

2009_05_05       100                   150       150 016 A0555 133,3 50,0 

2009_05_05     100       50           50           030 A0557 66,7 50,0 

2009_05_05       50 50                       120   081 A0568 73,3 70,0 

2009_05_05     50   50                       50   100 A0560 50,0 0,0 

2009_05_11       110 120   100                       012 A0587 110,0 20,0 

2009_05_11     50               50             50 013 A0581 50,0 0,0 

2009_05_11                   110   50     150       016 A0591 103,3 100,0 

2009_05_11               50         50     60     020 A0603 53,3 10,0 

2009_05_11         120 100     110                   022 A0589 110,0 20,0 

2009_05_11         50   100           120           086 A0604 90,0 70,0 

2009_05_19       120                   110       100 013 A0622 110,0 20,0 

2009_05_19                   50     130   150       018 A0639 110,0 100,0 

2009_05_19     50   50                       120   032 A0657 73,3 70,0 

2009_05_19     110       150           110           095 A0641 123,3 40,0 

2009_05_21 110                           130   150   005 A0672 130,0 40,0 

2009_05_21     70   60   150                       043 A0698 93,3 90,0 

2009_05_21   50       90                       50 093 A0675 63,3 40,0 

2009_06_05   150         50           150           018 A0734 116,7 100,0 

2009_06_05   100     90                       50   024 A0735 80,0 50,0 

2009_06_05     120                     90       60 025 A0727 90,0 60,0 

2009_06_05       120     130           110           027 A0723 120,0 20,0 

2009_06_05                   110   50     150       094 A0728 103,3 100,0 

2009_06_05       150 60   150                       045 A0751 120,0 90,0 

2009_06_05     120     50                       120 069 A0746 96,7 70,0 

2009_06_11                         120     150   60 019 A0790 110,0 90,0 

2009_06_11                 100     50     50       073 A0767 66,7 50,0 

2009_06_11         80 100     90                   094 A0752 90,0 20,0 

2009_06_16         100   80           120           003 A0792 100,0 40,0 

2009_06_16       90                   120       150 020 A0808 120,0 60,0 

2009_06_25     150   90                       80   012 A0882 106,7 70,0 

2009_06_25     90       70           50           027 A0878 70,0 40,0 

2009_06_25       150 60                       60   027 A0883 90,0 90,0 

2009_06_25                   100     130   120       039 A0841 116,7 30,0 

2009_07_09                   150   50     150       005 A0933 116,7 100,0 

2009_07_09       100 120   150                       017 A0925 123,3 50,0 

2009_07_09               150         120     130     018 A0934 133,3 30,0 

2009_07_09         110 110     120                   040 A0928 113,3 10,0 

2009_07_09     120               50             50 043 A0912 73,3 70,0 

2009_07_09         50   50           150           078 A0947 83,3 100,0 

2009_07_09       130                   120       50 021 A0949 100,0 80,0 

2009_07_09                   150     150   130       035 A0946 143,3 20,0 

2009_07_09     120       130           80           001 A0964 110,0 50,0 

2009_07_09     50   80                       100   023 A0963 76,7 50,0 

2009_07_09   80       120                       110 028 A0987 103,3 40,0 

2009_07_09 150       50                       50   033 A0977 83,3 100,0 

2009_07_14     60   120   80                       002 A0995 86,7 60,0 

2009_07_14               130       80       150     011 A1012 120,0 70,0 

2009_07_14     100                     100       50 019 A1023 83,3 50,0 

2009_07_14       130   100     130                   038 A0998 120,0 30,0 

2009_07_14       100     50           50           067 A1028 66,7 50,0 

2009_07_14                   130 50       110       094 A1009 96,7 80,0 

2009_07_20                   50   50     120       048 A1034 73,3 70,0 

2009_07_20       50 80   60                       003 A1063 63,3 30,0 

2009_07_20                         50     50   50 013 A1074 50,0 0,0 

2009_07_20                 80     50     50       016 A1075 60,0 30,0 

2009_07_20     120   130                         150 035 A1052 133,3 30,0 
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2009_07_20         50 80     50                   036 A1067 60,0 30,0 

2009_07_20       100                   90       50 053 A1084 80,0 50,0 

2009_07_20   110     120                       50   069 A1049 93,3 70,0 

2009_07_20         50   50           100           100 A1083 66,7 50,0 

2009_07_20     140       130           150           018 A1133 140,0 20,0 

2009_07_20   110       150                       110 065 A1135 123,3 40,0 

2009_07_20 80       200                       200   027 A1144 160,0 120,0 

2009_07_20     110   150                       120   047 A1138 126,7 40,0 

2009_07_20       100     110           110           013 A1153 106,7 10,0 

2009_07_20                   110   100     120       029 A1158 110,0 20,0 

2009_07_20     150                     150       150 048 A1160 150,0 0,0 

2009_07_20               100       80       150     053 A1152 110,0 70,0 

2009_07_23     50       80           50           011 A1093 60,0 30,0 

2009_07_23     50   110                       60   014 A1095 73,3 60,0 

2009_07_23                   100     50   100       030 A1086 83,3 50,0 

2009_07_30               50         50     90     016 A1119 63,3 40,0 

2009_07_30                   80   50     150       028 A1116 93,3 100,0 

2009_07_30       110 50   120                       033 A1109 93,3 70,0 

2009_07_30       50 100                       50   065 A1100 66,7 50,0 

2009_07_30         120 180     100                   074 A1115 133,3 80,0 

2009_07_30-08_04     50               50             50 011 A1103 50,0 0,0 

2009_08_04         120   100           50           022 A1124 90,0 70,0 

2009_08_04                   180     80   150       031 A1134 136,7 100,0 

2009_08_27   80     100                       60   067 A1168 80,0 40,0 

2009_08_27   80         50           100           068 A1165 76,7 50,0 

2009_08_27       110 80   150                       021 A1187 113,3 70,0 

2009_08_27         150 150     150                   028 A1189 150,0 0,0 

2009_08_27                   150   150     150       040 A1177 150,0 0,0 

2009_08_27     150     150                       150 040 A1183 150,0 0,0 

2009_08_27               150         150     150     016 A1198 150,0 0,0 

2009_08_27         150   150           150           029 A1195 150,0 0,0 

2009_09_01                   150     150   150       015 A1207 150,0 0,0 

2009_09_01       150                   150       150 022 A1201 150,0 0,0 

2009_09_01   110     120                       130   008 A1218 120,0 20,0 

2009_09_01     90   50                       150   043 A1221 96,7 100,0 

2009_09_01     150       150           150           067 A1212 150,0 0,0 

2009_09_03                   120 60       110       062 A1363 96,7 60,0 

2009_09_10     110     150                       100 017 A1259 120,0 50,0 

2009_09_10         50 60     150                   018 A1285 86,7 100,0 

2009_09_10                   100   90     110       028 A1287 100,0 20,0 

2009_09_10               150         150     150     053 A1260 150,0 0,0 

2009_09_10       80 70   100                       064 A1273 83,3 30,0 

2009_09_15       70   110     150                   015 A1351 110,0 80,0 

2009_09_15       150     150           150           024 A1365 150,0 0,0 

2009_09_15               120       80       150     047 A1362 116,7 70,0 

2009_09_15     150                     150       110 093 A1375 136,7 40,0 

2009_09_17         120   50           100           036 A1318 90,0 70,0 

2009_09_17       100                   100       100 037 A1322 100,0 0,0 

2009_09_17                   70     60   60       048 A1320 63,3 10,0 

2009_09_17     120   150   80                       062 A1346 116,7 70,0 

2009_09_22     70   110                       90   022 A1339 90,0 40,0 

2009_09_22     60       60           70           024 A1333 63,3 10,0 

2009_09_22 100       50                       60   002 A1341 70,0 50,0 

2009_09_22   100       80                       110 046 A1345 96,7 30,0 

2009_10_01                   150   150     130       011 A1377 143,3 20,0 

2009_10_01   110     60                       100   062 A1387 90,0 50,0 

2009_10_01   120         110           130           066 A1382 120,0 20,0 

2009_10_06         60 60     150                   005 A1399 90,0 90,0 

2009_10_06     130     150                       80 019 A1391 120,0 70,0 

2009_10_06       130 120   150                       064 A1395 133,3 30,0 

2009_10_06                         120     110   90 093 A1405 106,7 30,0 

2009_10_06                 130     70     150       002 A1411 116,7 80,0 

2009_10_08       135                   120       100 020 A1420 118,3 35,0 

2009_10_08         120   100           150           027 A1412 123,3 50,0 

2009_10_08                   130     100   70       079 A1418 100,0 60,0 

2009_10_08     110   90                       100   015 A1429 100,0 20,0 

2009_10_08     150       150           150           024 A1428 150,0 0,0 

2009_10_13         60 150     120                   023 A1455 110,0 90,0 

2009_10_13       60 90                       90   008 A1461 80,0 30,0 

2009_10_15                   120   50     100       046 A1445 90,0 70,0 

2009_10_15     100               60             130 100 A1443 96,7 70,0 

2009_10_20                   150     150   80       022 A1475 126,7 70,0 

2009_10_20     130       120           120           024 A1492 123,3 10,0 

2009_10_20       100                   80       100 074 A1474 93,3 20,0 

2009_10_27   100       70                       80 014 A1538 83,3 30,0 

2009_10_27     120   80   150                       015 A1543 116,7 70,0 

2009_10_27     80   110                       150   018 A1519 113,3 70,0 

2009_10_27 50       50                       50   079 A1530 50,0 0,0 
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2009_10_27       150   150     150                   008 A1545 150,0 0,0 

2009_11_03               110       150       120     014 A1552 126,7 40,0 

2009_11_03   110         60           150           032 A1555 106,7 90,0 

2009_11_03                   60 110       100       037 A1566 90,0 50,0 

2009_11_05       120     110           100           040 A1567 110,0 20,0 

2009_11_05                   80   120     90       047 A1559 96,7 40,0 

2009_11_05     110                     120       130 074 A1553 120,0 20,0 

2009_11_05   70     80                       100   001 A1582 83,3 30,0 

2009_11_05     70     60                       50 013 A1585 60,0 20,0 

2009_11_10       50 60   70                       048 A1572 60,0 20,0 

2009_11_10         100 110     70                   053 A1575 93,3 40,0 

2009_11_16       60                   70       120 099 A1616 83,3 60,0 

2009_11_16                   70     80   70       026 A1617 73,3 10,0 

2009_11_16               150         150     120     098 A1710 140,0 30,0 

2009_11_16                   60   70     60       054 A1703 63,3 10,0 

2009_11_16     70       90           110           021 A1734 90,0 40,0 

2009_11_16       150                   110       150 028 A1718 136,7 40,0 

2009_11_16                   100     150   120       095 A1724 123,3 50,0 

2010_01_12     120   70                       60   054 A0030 83,3 60,0 

2010_01_12   70       60                       50 063 A0045 60,0 20,0 

2010_01_12 60       60                       50   079 A0043 56,7 10,0 

2010_01_12       120   110     120                   003 A0077 116,7 10,0 

2010_01_12     100   150   90                       039 A0060 113,3 60,0 

2010_01_12                   60 120       100       096 A0103 93,3 60,0 

2010_01_12               70       100       60     099 A0114 76,7 40,0 

2010_01_14       120     130           130           010 A0116 126,7 10,0 

2010_01_14     110                     90       100 012 A0121 100,0 20,0 

2010_01_14                   110   80     100       086 A0123 96,7 30,0 

2010_01_19   120         150           120           008 A0126 130,0 30,0 

2010_01_21     70     60                       60 082 A0134 63,3 10,0 

2010_01_26         80   110           100           006 A0163 96,7 30,0 

2010_01_26                         100     120   120 041 A0149 113,3 20,0 

2010_01_26                 60     100     60       045 A0144 73,3 40,0 

2010_01_26         80 80     70                   059 A0138 76,7 10,0 

2010_01_26       110                   100       90 030 A0164 100,0 20,0 

2010_01_26                   60     60   50       051 A0165 56,7 10,0 

2010_01_28     60       100           80           001 A0169 80,0 40,0 

2010_01_28       80 70                       70   007 A0178 73,3 10,0 

2010_01_28     60   80                       70   009 A0172 70,0 20,0 

2010_01_28         100 110     110                   021 A0199 106,7 10,0 

2010_01_28       90 60   100                       029 A0190 83,3 40,0 

2010_01_28     60               60             70 038 A0180 63,3 10,0 

2010_02_02               90         110     150     014 A0195 116,7 60,0 

2010_02_02                   130   80     100       039 A0198 103,3 50,0 

2010_02_02       110                   100       110 078 A0219 106,7 10,0 

2010_02_02                   50     70   120       095 A0220 80,0 70,0 

2010_02_02         70   60           60           100 A0214 63,3 10,0 

2010_02_04     100       100           90           002 A0225 96,7 10,0 

2010_02_09     70   60                       50   007 A0238 60,0 20,0 

2010_02_09 80       100                       80   044 A0232 86,7 20,0 

2010_02_09     60   60   80                       054 A0247 66,7 20,0 

2010_02_09   60       80                       60 058 A0246 66,7 20,0 

2010_02_16       60     60           100           063 A0256 73,3 40,0 

2010_02_16                   70 60       80       067 A0257 70,0 20,0 

2010_02_16               100       70       110     069 A0253 93,3 40,0 

2010_02_16       70   80     70                   088 A0254 73,3 10,0 

2010_02_16     150                     130       120 015 A0281 133,3 30,0 

2010_02_18   100         60           70           003 A0290 76,7 40,0 

2010_02_18       100 70   60                       003 A0299 76,7 40,0 

2010_02_18                 130     100     150       020 A0300 126,7 50,0 

2010_02_18                   70   80     60       024 A0284 70,0 20,0 

2010_02_18   80     70                       70   030 A0292 73,3 10,0 

2010_02_18     60     70                       100 068 A0295 76,7 40,0 

2010_02_18         60 90     110                   094 A0296 86,7 50,0 

2010_02_23         100   90           100           031 A0298 96,7 10,0 

2010_02_23       60                   70       60 054 A0346 63,3 10,0 

2010_03_04     100       90           100           001 A0353 96,7 10,0 

2010_03_04       60 60                       120   006 A0393 80,0 60,0 

2010_03_04     130   100                       100   035 A0388 110,0 30,0 

2010_03_04                         120     150   120 056 A0310 130,0 30,0 

2010_03_04                   60     100   140       093 A0352 100,0 80,0 

2010_03_09     60   50   60                       003 A0535 56,7 10,0 

2010_03_09         90   100           100           044 A0474 96,7 10,0 

2010_03_09     50   50                       80   069 A0507 60,0 30,0 

2010_03_11   60         80           100           002 A0585 80,0 40,0 

2010_03_11               100       50       150     010 A0559 100,0 100,0 

2010_03_11   70       120                       100 013 A0522 96,7 50,0 

2010_03_11       120   150     120                   013 A0545 130,0 30,0 
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2010_03_11                   100 60       110       029 A0558 90,0 50,0 

2010_03_11 60       120                       100   048 A0513 93,3 60,0 

2010_03_11       50     70           60           051 A0572 60,0 20,0 

2010_03_11                   100   80     130       070 A0579 103,3 50,0 

2010_03_11     100                     120       100 085 A0581 106,7 20,0 

2010_03_16       60 50   60                       007 A0602 56,7 10,0 

2010_03_16     70     150                       150 046 A0591 123,3 80,0 

2010_03_16   60     60                       60   067 A0589 60,0 0,0 

2010_03_23         80 60     100                   028 A0605 80,0 40,0 

2010_03_23                 60     50     100       007 A0622 70,0 50,0 

2010_03_23                         60     60   100 041 A0622 73,3 40,0 

2010_03_23         90   100           100           079 A0638 96,7 10,0 

2010_03_23       80                   100       60 002 A0646 80,0 40,0 

2010_03_23                   110     100   100       025 A0658 103,3 10,0 

2010_03_25     60               60             60 028 A0677 60,0 0,0 

2010_03_25     60       80           60           041 A0653 66,7 20,0 

2010_03_25     150   150                       120   067 A0669 140,0 30,0 

2010_03_25       90 80                       100   069 A0673 90,0 20,0 

2010_03_25       90 120   130                       089 A0680 113,3 40,0 

2010_04_08         60 110     150                   037 A0693 106,7 90,0 
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Appendix D: Measured Depths (µm) on all the Control Positions in one 
Batch 

Position A B C D E Max  

1 5 5 5 5 5 5  

2 0 0 0 0 0 0  

3 0 0 0 0 0 0  

4 5 5 5 5 5 5 Floor A 

11 5 5 5 5 5 5  

12 0 0 0 0 0 0  

        

5 0 0 5 5 5 5  

6 50 50 45 40 50 50  

13 60 65 70 60 60 70  

14 70 60 70 60 60 70 Floor B 

15 50 45 50 40 45 50  

16 55 60 60 55 50 60  

        

7 50 50 60 60 55 60  

8 65 70 70 75 80 80  

9 140 140 130 150 160 160  

10 110 110 120 110 100 120 Floor C 

17 130 120 120 110 120 130  

18 70 60 65 60 60 70  

 


